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While it is largely true that many, if not most, of the 
developing countries have been giving a high priority to the 
development of extension programs in agriculture, it must 
also be recognized that the preparation of individuals to 
carry on this work has sometimes been a bit difficult. The 
tremendous task of adequately preparing people to work in the 
extension field in agriculture would seem to almost mandate 
an increasing allocation of resources, both physical and 
human to the accomplishment of securing an enlightened and 
enthused agricultural sector. Of high importance is the need 
for a considerable degree of cooperation between Higher 
Education and Agricultural Extension. It is within this rela-
tionship that a crucial element exists in the bringing of 
scientific discoveries to the farmer, and in bringing about 
eventual adoption and application of these new techniques to 
his farming operations. 
Background of the Study 
The distribution of developing countries, while concen-
trated in Asia and Africa, also must include Central and 
South America as well as the Caribbean and islands of the 
1 
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Pacific (see Figure 1). Many references are made to the 
Third World. Generally speaking, the so-called third world 
contains those countries where per capita income is below 
$829.00 per year (1, Atlas, p. 8). However, a number of 
countries where the per capita income is somewhat higher are 
still considered to be developing countries, particularly 
when the per capita income of farmers is considered (see 
Table I). Perhaps the most outstanding example is Saudi 
Arabia whose vast oil resources place this nation in a 
category of a per capita income of over $8,270 per year. 
Nevertheless, the agricultural sector is experiencing a rapid 
transition through application of development. Nations 
selected for this study did include selection from a wide 
spectrum of geographic locations as well as economic levels. 
The study was restricted to nations where efforts were being 
made to develop the agricultural sector. 
A cursory survey reveals that although each of the 
selected nations have their own distinctive agricultural ex-
tension operation, there are certain commonalities as to 
function, operation, and problems of delivery. Although 
there is a wide gap between Haiti and Saudi Arabia in terms 
of per capita income, problems of maintaining an effective 
agricultural extension service would appear to apply in a 
similar manner in each country (see Table I). In a similar 
manner, it must be recognized that programs of study specifi-
cally in agriculture and agricultural education, differ con-
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well as required curricular content. Teaching methods employ-
ed by institutions of higher education vary not only among 
nations but within a given nation. 
TABLE I 
PER CAPITA INCOME LEVELS IN COUNTRIES 
INCLUDED IN THE STUDY 
Income Group 
Less than $360 
$360 to $829 
$830 to $3,539 
$3,540 to $8,269 








Source: 1983 World Bank Atlas, Gross National Product, Popu-
lation, and Growth Rates, International Bank for Re-
construction and Development. Washington, D.C., 
1983. 
Statement of the Problem 
Among developing nations, considerable variation exists 
in the nature and extent of the working relationship between 
agricultural extension program personnel and the personnel in 
higher education in institutions which are responsible for 
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preparing extension workers. Therefore, it was recognized as 
essential that an attempt be made to determine perceptions 
about present relationships as held by key personnel in each 
of the two groups. What were the concepts which people work-
ing in agricultural extension in developing countries had 
concerning the most effective studies which people in train-
ing for extension currently in colleges and universities 
should experience? Conversely, what were the perceptions of 
faculty in colleges and universities engaged in preparing 
extension personnel with regard to the way in which they 
should solicit and receive assistance from present extension 
personnel in designing and implementing preparatory programs. 
Purpose of the Study 
The central purpose of the study was to determine percep-
tions regarding the relative effectiveness of selected strate-
gies which may enhance the preparation of agricultural 
extension workers in each of six selected developing nations. 
These perceptions were limited to two gro~ps: (1) administra-
tive personnel in national agricultural extension programs 
and (2) administrators and faculty of preparatory training in 
extension located in an institution of higher education. 
Perceptions to be determined were centered on the nature and 
extent of mutual concern and involvement of each strategy or 
practice and sought responses as to the extent (1) currently 
existing and (2) was desirable for the future. 
6 
Objectives of the Study 
The objectives required to achieve the purpose were: 
1. To describe the organization, structure, and content 
of the curriculum in agriculture and extension education com-
mon to institutions preparing students to work in assisting 
farmers to adopt better farm practices in six selected deve-
loping nations. 
2. To determine both differences and commonalities in 
perception of selected strategies to enhance preparation of 
extension workers as held by (1) administrative and supervi-
sory personnel in extension and (2) agricultural administra-
tors and faculty of selected institutions preparing students 
to serve as extension administrators and/or workers. 
3. To prepare a simple model illustrating the nature 
and extent of joint activities and mutual relationships which 
are recommended between the agricultural extension department 
and agricultural administration and faculty in institutions 
with responsibility for preparing extension personnel. 
Assumptions of the Study 
1. In this study, it was assumed that the participants 
were quite aware of the weaknesses and possible undesirable 
relationships which might exist betwen the national extension 
program and training institutions in their countries. 
2. It was further assumed that participants were suffi-
ciently aware of the relationship existing between the Agri-
7 
cultural Extension program personnel and the personnel in 
training institutions included in this study. It was further 
assumed that the questions asked were feasible and practical 
for consideration of this relationship in each country stud-
ied and that respondents would be favorable toward achieve-
ment of a more effective extension system in their countries. 
3. It was assumed that if participants are given ade-
quate and knowledgeable information with regard to percep-
tions held by co-workers, they should then be able to play a 
vital role in bringing such change as may be needed to en-
hance the services provided by Agricultural Extension workers 
in their respective countries. 
Scope and Limitation of the Study 
1. This study was designed in such a manner as to limit 
respondents to (1) the administrators and supervisory 
personnel in national agricultural extension programs, and 
(2) the administrators and faculty most directly involved in 
Agricultural Extension training in institutions of higher 
education; both College of Agriculture or Universities. 
Respondents from each of the two groups were limited to the 
six selected developing countries. While it was difficult at 
the outset of the investigation to determine the number of 
faculty members and their administrators in higher education 
as well as the personnel in agricultural extension in each of 
the six countries, no precise limitations could be placed 
upon the number of individuals to be included in the study. 
However, minimum numbers of at least five staff from each 
major training institution and five staff of each national 
agricultural extension personnel group were set to serve as 
respondents. 
2. Since the returns from application of the survey 
instrument came from widely separated areas of the world 
which required them to be secured through mailing, it was 
recognized that this constituted a limiting factor, since 
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some returns were likely to be lost in the mail or the solici-
ted respondent may not feel obligated to carry out the task 
of mailing the schedule~ Data secured and analyzed were 
limited too. 
Study Design and Procedure 
The study was designed to be largely a survey type of 
investigation. After a thorough review of pertinent litera-
ture, six developing nations were selected to represent 
various areasa Letters were sent to selected graduates of 
the Agricultural Education Department at O.S.Ua currently 
residing in each of the selected six nations, requesting 
names and addresses of those people holding positions of re-
sponsibility both in colleges and universities, and in the 
national agricultural extension services. From this list, a 
mailing was made to each of the persons selected to serve as 
respondents. In some instances the addressed envelopes were 
combined in a single package and sent to the selected alumnus 
for distribution. Those responses secured were collated and 
9 
analyzed. A simple model was developed to be used as a basic 
design to formulate instruments to obtain responses upon 
which to be used as basis for making the recommendations for 
improvement of working relationships between colleges and uni-
versity training institutions and the national Agricultural 
Extension Services (see Figure 2). 
Definition of Terms 
1. Perception. It was recognized that by widely accept-
ed definition, perception is a process of observing, select-
ing, and organizing those stimuli which are constantly being 
received by the individual. 
2. Development. This term was used with reference to a 
continuous process of change and growth in human and natural 
resources directed toward the achievement of welfare status 
and quality of life to be reached by citizens of a community 
or nation (2, adopted from Pierre, p. 7). 
3. Agricultural Extension Administrative and Supervi-
sory Personnel. The term Agricultural Extension personnel 
was used with reference to persons who have obligations and 
responsibility for executing the Agricultural Extension 
programs in a country or province, often largely in the rural 
areas. 
4. Higher Education Training Institutions. For the 
purpose of this study, these were defined as those institu-
tions which provide both initial preparatory and continuing 
programs for individuals studying to become and those current-
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ly serving as extension workers. Only those who were involv-
ed in a major way in the training of professional agricultur-
al workers were included. 
5. Training for Service in Agricultural Extension. For 
purposes of this study, this term was used to describe both 
an initial and a continuous educational process by which 
abilities and skills demanded of extension personnel in their 
performance of duties are developed and enhanced. It furnish-
es opportunity for initial career development and continuing 
practical educational experiences while on the job. Included 
are efforts to obtain ever newer professional concepts of pro-
gram management (3, adopted from Ben-Dhifallah, p. 10). 
6. Curriculum. This term was used not only with refer-
ence to the courses generally included in each individual 
student's plan of study, but also included other common exper-
iences of learning which were provided on a selective basis 
for students in training for careers (4, adopted from Kim, p. 
9). 
7. Cooperation. For purposes of this study, the term 
cooperation was used with reference to the nature and extent 
of mutual support provided by each of the participating 
groups. When a cooperative atmosphere exists both parties 
are primarily concerned about the welfare of their shared 
clientele, the agricultural producer and farmer. 
8. Leadership. This term was defined as a process in 
which an individual takes initiative to assist a group to 
move toward production goals that are acceptable, to maintain 
the groups, and to alleviate those needs of individuals 
within the group that compelled the individual to join it. 
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9. Relationship. For purposes of this study, relation-
ship was used to describe the nature and extent of the accept-
ance or rejection of concepts and practices unique to one or 
the other of the two groups, agricultural extension program 
personnel and personnel of training institutions. The deter-
mining factor in many situations was considered to lie in 
joint efforts and recognition of the need for sharing respon-
sibilities. 
10. Communication. This term was defined as a process 
through which an individual receives a sense or impression of 
another. For this study the impression received by extension 
workers with regard to the program of studies provided by the 
training institution was considered of foremost importance 
and of course, vice versa was equally true. 
11. Planning. This term was defined as a selection 
among alternative future courses of action for the extension 
organization as a whole and for each unit within it (5, 
Buford, p. 13.) In the same sense this term was used in a 
like manner with regard to the selection of study items and 
for the action of tr?ining institutions. 
12. Strategies. For purposes of the study, strategies 
were used to indicate methods or planned actions directed to-
ward the initial goal of achieving better working relation-
ships between the two groups, agricultural extension personnel 
and personnel of training institutions of higher education. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A Brief Description of Selected Available 
Studies Related to the Agricultural 
Extension Programs in Some 
Developing Countries 
The function and structure of extension programs vary 
somewhat with locality, social, and agricultural environment 
in each developing country. According to Oyenuga (6, p. 
290): 
The major function of Agricultural Extension Serv-
ices in Western Nigeria include the teaching of 
improved farm practices to farmers in the cultiva-
tion and processing of crops and livestock husban-
dry; multiplication and distribution of improved 
crop planting material and strains of livestocks; 
the collection and collation of information relat-
ing to rural economy; the planning, organization 
and execution of the cooperative farm settlement 
scheme, the organization of Farmer's Cooperatives, 
the young farmer's club, marketing facilities, and 
topo-logical, pest, disease, and vegetation surveys. 
With regard to the efficiency of agricultural extension 
programs in the economic development in the Arab countries, 
the following principal lines were recommended (7, p. 15) as 
follows: 
1. To bring to the Arab farmers the scientific 
knowledge fostered by the Ministries of Agricul-
ture, the agricultural colleges and the agricul-
13 
tural colleges and the agricultural experiment 
stations. 
2. To encourage farmers to use better systems of 
crop rotation and to adopt modern techniques of 
farming and to purchase the necessary equip-
ment. Also, to encourage them to use improved 
varieties of crop, more adequate fertilization, 
better livestock feeding based on nutritional 
principles, more effective disease and insect 
control, and many other developments have made 
farming more efficient. 
3. To explore continuously ways and means for ex-
panding international trade between Arab count-
ries and enable the Arab farmers to improve the 
marketing efficiency and adequacy in the render-
ing of the marketing services. 
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One of the principal educational philosophies of the ex-
tension depends on the involvement and participation of rural 
people in the extension program. In order to teach them how 
to help themselves, Penders (8, p. 17) stated: 
The participation of the rural population in exten-
sion work is therefore essential. Their representa-
tives should be associated to the maximum extent at 
the local, regional, national and even internation-
al level in the formulation of extension policies 
and requirements, and in planning and sharing the 
responsibility for carrying out extension pro-
grams. 
Obibuaku (9, p. 115) explained that the low participa-
tion in extension programs could have been due to limitations 
imposed on extension workers by such factors as insufficient 
field staff, lack of transport facilities, inability of field 
staff to make effective use of these methods owing to poor 
training in the use of extension methods, or perhaps the lack 
of any training at all. These constraints have been identi-
fied by extension workers as serious bottlenecks in extension 
work in Nigeria. 
Agricultural extension programs have been facing many 
15 
problems in developing countries. For example, it has been 
indicated that there were some problems facing the extension 
services in east Africa (10, pp. 56-57): 
1. Lack of clearly defined extension objectives at 
all levels, lack of job descriptions for exten-
sion personnel as well as lack of sufficient 
personnel and program policies. 
2. Lack of annual extension plan (or target), lack 
of evaluation activities and extension manuals 
for extension personnel. 
3. Lack of information on suitable level of train-
ing required by extension staff. 
4. Lack of economic and farm management research 
for dissemination. 
5. In most instances, economic planners did not 
have any idea regarding the role, importance 
and problems of extension work, and field exten-
sion workers were not acquainted with their 
country's development plana 
6. Lack of two-way communication between research 
and extension; lack of flow of research informa-
tion to extension and lack of farmers' problems 
being transmitted to research institutes. 
7. Lack of extension supervisors especially train-
ed for the job. 
8. Lack of supporting services and/or lack of coor-
dination between these (especially with credit 
facilities) and extension services. 
Ahmed (11, p. 16) has pointed out that: 
In Pakistan people have not yet been properly in-
volved in the extension program. No appreciable 
result could yet be achieved in rural development 
as no effective step was taken for active participa-
tion of people in their own improvement. It is 
largely confined to official effort alone. 
In Iraq, due to the field surveys conducted in the three 
governates of Diyala, Waset, and El-Anbar, it was clearly 
felt that there is an urgent need for drastic changes in the 
pattern of extension organization at all levels. Also, it 
mentioned that most extension workers were engaged in doing 
routine general agricultural services rather than conducting 
16 
agricultural extension educational programs to meet the real 
needs of farming communities (2). 
Overview of Training Institutions Selected 
From Some Developing Countries 
In most developing countries, development and training 
opportunities should be provided to help extension workers 
improve their jobs and adapt themselves to meet the rapidly 
changing needs of the rural needs. 
Penders (3, p. 154) states: 
There is no substitute for quality. Successful ex-
tension work depends to a considerable extent on 
the personality of extension workers as well as on 
his experience and training. This is particularly 
true of the extension worker who comes most closely 
into contact with the farming population. He is 
more than an expert in Agriculture, for his train-
ing should also prepare him to be a community organ-
izer, an adult educator and a student of human 
behavior in general. 
With regard to the value of selected items for inclusion 
in training curriculum in Saudi Arabia, Al-Zaidi (12, p. 67) 
stated that "the extension workers considered 'general scien-
tific basis,' 'subject matter,' and 'organizing goals and 
setting objectives' as 'very important' items to stress in a 
training curriculum for extension workers." 
He further recommended that, 11 Provision should be made 
immediately to provide an internship program for both stu-
dents studying to become extension workers and those students 
to become experiment station workers." He hoped that, "a 
program of at least six months in length can be provided and 
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such training be made a prerequisite for employment" (p. 71). 
In most of the developing countries, with a predominant-
ly agriculture economy, the production of trained manpower in 
agricultural extension and rural development remains one of 
the greatest challenges to the agricultural development 
effort. Farmers in these countries, who are mostly illiter-
ate, are faced with problems of poverty, disease and ignor-
ance. The difficulty is one of providing adequate facilities 
to train competent staff in agricultural extension, who in 
turn will assist farmers to acquire the skills and knowledge 
essential in improved agricultural production (13). 
It is often said that one of the problems of African 
countries in the race for social and economic development is 
the lack of trained manpower. Perhaps it should be better 
said that the greatest obstacle to agriculture and rural deve-
lopment in Africa today is the lack of managerial skills and 
supervisory competence in its technical staff (14). 
In the Middle East, Qasem (15, p. 12) pointed out that: 
1. There are about 50 colleges of agriculture in 
the Middle East. A few small countries--
Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Oman, U.A. Emirates, 
and Gibouti--do not have such colleges. Few 
colleges were established before 1950 but the 
majority (90 percent) were established in the 
fifties and the sixties, and some of the seven-
ties. These colleges have been providing the 
countries of the region with manpower trained 
in the traditional disciplines of agricultural 
sciences. All countries have benefitted from 
the training and educational opportunities pro-
vided in countries outside the region either 
through individual initiative or government 
scholarships. In addition, technical assist-
ance programs in the majority of the countries 
have included manpower training, and these have 
provided many individuals trained abroad in the 
various disciplines. 
The question as to whether type and quality of 
graduates of national colleges of agriculture 
is relevant to the special needs of the region 
as a whole were discussed in a seminar at the 
American University in Beirut in 1980. The 
general conclusion stressed the need to upgrade 
quality of training, to tailor some programs to 
fill existing gaps, and to strengthen advanced 
postgraduate training in more acutely needed 
disciplines such as extension, water techno-
logy, and agricultural economics. The seminar 
also emphasized the need to examine this sub-
ject further in periodic seminars. 
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2. While some countries of the region 'export' man-
power trained in agriculture, others suffer from 
a scarcity of such people. Among the 'export-
ing' countries are Egypt, Jordan, and Pakistan, 
while Algeria, Somalia, Saudi Arabia, Northern 
Yemen, and Oman are among those which must 
build a national cadre of qualified manpower. 
With regard to the specific training needed to streng-
then agricultural research in the region, Qasem mentioned 
(15, p. 16) the following aspects: 
Each country has certain gaps in qualified man-
power in the various commodity-oriented disci-
plines. This cannot be corrected through a 
regional effort or program and should be hand-
led by and within each country. 
The majority of countries suffer from a scarc-
ity of trained manpower in certain fields--
extension, agricultural communication, water 
technology and management, and agricultural 
economics. These subjects may be handled by a 
regional center or institute or by departments 
to be established within the national colleges 
of agriculture. 
Perhaps the most commonly recognized manpower 
problem in these countries relates to manage-
ment. Many countries have invested or are 
about to invest, in agricultural research but 
are skeptical about the productivity of such 
activity. The reasons for this fear can be 
traced to one or more elements of management. 
Training in research management differs from 
other types of training. There is a worldwide 
scarcity of qualified trainers. In addition, 
the majority of research directors or those who 
work in management positions are promoted for 
reasons other than managerial experience. 
Because there are not enough extension workers wth a 
high level of qualifications to meet the requirement of 
extension jobs, most developing countries depend on the 
agricultural extension workers who graduated from secondary 
agricultural school, technical agricultural institute, and 
training centers. In Iraq, for example, the institute of 
Agricultural Technology was established 1965, together with 
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four other higher institutes under the auspices of the Univer-
sity of Baghdad, all offering a post-secondary training pro-
gram for two years. This institution in particular had been 
established in response to the country's great need for this 
type of middle-level technician in agriculture, who would in 
the future provide the broad base of the agriculture exten-
sion services in the country, in performing the important in-
termediate role between the college graduate and farmers at 
the local level (16). 
Today, the College of Agriculture in Iraq plays an impor-
tant role in research and improved production possibilities 
by graduating and training the research staff needed for a 
successful research program. For example, the College of 
Agriculture in Basrah* University has awarded a B.Sc. degree 
* 
Basrah University is one of the five universities in 
Iraq. It is located in the southern region of Iraq. 
in Agricultural Science with five options, which are: 
1. Fisheries and Marine Resource 
2. Animal Production 
3. Plant Production 
4. Horticulture and Date Palms 
s. Food and Dairy Technology 
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It must be mentioned that the requirements for the first 
year is ,common for all departments, and specialization starts 
in the second year. Bachelor of Science courses in agricul-
ture with emphasis in the plant production, soil and land 
reclamation section involve a total of 99 credit hours 
required as listed in Table I, and a total of 92 credit hours 
required in the Department of Fisheries and Marine Resources 
as listed in Table II (17, p. 278). 
Description of Courses Available in the Plant 
Production Department, Soil and Land 
Reclamation Section 
The description of courses which follow are taken large-
ly from the catalogue of Basrah University (17, pp. 282-284). 
General Ecology 
This course includes the study of the principle of eco-
logy and its relationship with the other biological sciences, 
and the effect of the ecological factors on organisms. It 
also includes the study of energy sources and its transforma-
tion and the ecological succession. 
TABLE II 
COURSE CURRICULUM FOR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
IN AGRICULTURE WITH EMPHASIS IN PLANT PRODUCTION 
DEPARTMENT AND SOIL LAND RECLAMATION SECTION 
Subject Lecture Laboratory 
Microbiology 2 3 
Organic Chemistry 2 
Agricultural Cooperation 3 
Principles of Soil 2 3 
Agricultural Machinery 2 3 
Principles of Horticulture 2 3 
Agricultural Economics 3 
Principles of Field Crops 2 3 
Ecology 2 3 
Land Levelling 1 3 
Quantitative Chemistry 2 3 
Organic Chemistry 3 3 
Socialist Economy 3 
Soil Chemistry 2 3 
Irrigation 2 3 
Soil Physics 2 3 
Biochemistry 3 3 
Plant Pathology 2 3 
Plant Physiology 2 3 
Experimental Design 2 3 
Drainage 2 3 
Physical Chemistry 2 3 
Principles of Agriculture Extension 3 
Land Reclamation 2 3 
Seminars 1 
Agricultural Projects 3 
Plant Nutrition 2 3 
Soil Microbiology 2 3 
Soil and Water Management 2 
Fertilizers and Soil Fertility 3 3 
Agricultural Projects 3 
Civil Engineering Works 2 3 
Land Reclamation and Levelling 
Machinery 2 3 
Soil Surveying and Classification 2 4 








































Source: The University of Basrah Prospectus, Basrah Univer-
sity Press, Basrah, Iraq, 1982, pp. 282-284. 
TABLE III 
COURSE CURRICULUM FOR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DEGREE IN AGRICULTURE WITH EMPHASIS IN 
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND MARINE 
RESOURCES 
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Subject Theory Practical Units 
Principles of Food Technology 
Organic Chemistry 
Principles of Soil 
Agricultural Cooperation 
Microbiology 












Fish and Aquatic Animal Physiology 
Invertebrates 
Fish Biology 






Aquatic Plants and Algology 
Aquatic Environment Pollution 










































































































Sorce: The University of Basrah Prospectus, Basrah Univer-
sity Press, Basrah, Iraq, 1982, pp. 304-306. 
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Weeds and Weed Control 
This includes the study of weed biology and its control 
by applying different methods. These methods can be grouped 
into mechanical, biological and chemical. The side effects 
of herbicides on the environment has been included. The 
important weeds in Iraq are also studied carefully. 
Genetics 
Genetics material, cell mechanism, mendelian genetics, 
mutations and alleles, genetic interaction, sex determina-
tion, and sex linkage, linkage, crossing over and chromosome 
mapping, quantitative inheritance, population genetics, 
nonchromosomal inheritance and maternal effects, genetics 
engineering and chromosome manipulation. 
Plant Breeding 
Reproduction in crop plants, genetics in relation to 
plant breeding, methods of breeding field crops, techniques 
in breeding field crops, new breeding tools, seed production, 
and distribution. 
Plant Taxonomy 
This includes the study of plant classification in a 
systematic order and its applications in other botanical and 
agricultural sciences. This also deals with the history and 
evolution of the plant groups. Special attention is being 
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paid to the description of amilies occurring in Iraq. 
Principles of Field Crop Production 
It includes the study of classification of field crops 
according to their economical uses and ecological factors and 
their effect on the distribution of crops such as environmen-
tal factor, biological factor, soil factors. In addition, 
this includes the study of seed-bed preparation, different 
methods of plant breeding, weeds and weed control, and the 
effect of crop rotation for production of crops. 
Experimental Design 
This course includes the study of different agricultural 
designs, the advantages and disadvantages of each design, 
methods of improving the accuracy of an experiment, in addi-
tion to statistical analysis of each design. 
Apiculture and Silk Worm 
The study of the economic importance of honey bees and 
silk worms, along with their morphology, anatomy, rearing, 
and their diseases. It also includes the study of hives, 
swarming specifications of apiaries, and the reeling of the 
silk cocoons. 
General Entomology 
Principles of entomology include classification, morpho-
logy, anatomy, body parts, and the study of the different 
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systems such as digestive, respiratory system, etc. The 
relation of environmental factors to insects. Also includes 
insect relation to other organisms, and environmental factors 
are stressed. 
Nematodes 
Definition, general features, occurrence, dispersal, and 
the economic importance of nematodes are included in this sub-
ject. Plant parasitic nematodes are stressed. Morphology, 
ecology of these nematodes, along with the study of diseases 
caused by them and their control are also included. 
Horticulture Diseases 
The horticulture plants (vegetables, fruit trees, and 
ornamental plants) are infected by many diseases. Economic 
importance and geographical distribution of these diseases 
are included. Dried samples and slides are shown to students 
along with scientific trips for identification purposes. 
Soil Physics 
This subject deals with the physical properties of the 
soil (ex., texture, structure, consistency, etc., of the soil), 
as well as with the description, measurement, and control as 
the physical processes take place in the soil. As physics 
deals with matter and energy (their forms and interrelations), 
so soil physics deals with the state and movement of matter 
with the fluxes and transformations of energy in the soil. 
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Organic Chemistry 
This course includes the study of the basic principles 
and the physical properties of the organic compounds. The 
preparation and chemical reaction of these chemicals are also 
studied. 
Agricultural Cooperation 
An introduction to the development of the cooperative 
movement and basic principles of cooperative organization. 
Types of agricultural cooperative societies and a detailed 
study of the agricultural cooperative movement in Iraq are 
studied. 
Forage Crops and Pastures 
The study of this subject includes two main parts: 
first, the forage crops which cover different aspects of the 
main forage legumes and grasses in Iraq such as the origin of 
the crop, its environmental requirements, and cultivation 
methods. The main cultivated species and varieties, the 
nutritive value of the crop, and its chemical composition are 
also studiede 
Cereals and Legumes 
This subject includes different species of cereals such 
as wheat, barley, corn, rice, etc., as well as other import-
ant edible legumes (e.g., broad beans, lentil, soybean, 
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etc.). The study of each crop covers the origin of the crop 
climate and soil requirements. Important species and varie-
ties, weeds, insect, diseases, maturity, harvest, and chemic-
al composition are also studied. 
Agricultural Machinery 
This course is mainly two-fold. Firstly, the basic prin-
ciple of internal combusion engines, using the agricultural 
tractor and its power units as a guide. Secondly, the study 
of agricultural implements used in mechanized agriculture, 
which covers plows, seed drills, cultivators, fertilizer 
spreaders, irrigation pump sets, pest control equipment, and 
harvesting machinery. 
Summer Work Programs 
This type of training is designed for the student in the 
Colleges of Agriculture, Engineering, Medicine, Administra-
tion and Economics, and Science. The goals of this (7, p. 
29) program are: 
a) To provide those students with practical work 
training in different agriculture majors. 
b) To reinforce the student's newly acquired aca-
demic knowledge. 
c) To give an opportunity to those students to ex-
plore a career in different phases and stages 
of agriculture and water resource development. 
This program has been facing some problems, such as less 
transportation facilities available to the student, difficul-
ties related to providing housing units for the students who 
live far away from the work sites. Al-Gharawi (18, p. 2), 
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reporting on a program implemented by Al-Kafagy who was then 
a director of student training programs in Basrah University, 
mentioned that "Its cadres are still sufficient to cover all 
the affairs, so he had to exert intensive effort to achieve 
all his designed duties." 
With regard to the plan of the Directorate, Al-Kafagy 
was reported by Al-Gharawi (p. 2) as emhasizing that the plan 
of the directorate has largely brought about accomplishment 
of the following activities: 
-Forming bureaus of summer training in each college. 
-Asking the concerned establishments to state their 
needs and capabilities. 
-Coordinating with the Directorate of training at 
the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific 
Research to book the training vacancies. 
-Paying field visits to the concerned establish-
ments to clarify the idea and goals of training in 
a way that will enhance the said directorate at 
the forthcoming training programs. 
In-Service Training 
In-service training includes all forms of training for 
professional extension personnel during their period of 
employment by the extension service. The in-service training 
of extension workers is of great importance since their effi-
ciency depends on keeping abreast of modern technical develop-
ments and instructional methods (19, p. 40). 
To function effectively, agricultural services must have 
well-trained extension workers with the arrangements for con-
tinuous in-service training, so that they can keep pace with 
new developments and grow on the job. To make training mean-
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ingful and of practical utility it must be based on the needs 
of the trainees and objectives of the employing agency. With 
regard to the assessment of the training needs of the exten-
sion workers working in the department of agricultural serv-
ices in the northern part of Iraq, Sing and Mohammed (20, pp. 
5-6) indicated that: 
All the extension workers felt the need for in-
service training. They need training in extension 
methods, programme planning, technical subjects 
(especially fertilizers and plant protection), and 
principles and philosophy of extension. Most com-
monly used extension methods by the workers are: 
farm visits and demonstrations. 
On the basis of the results obtained they suggested that: 
In-service training for extension workers must be 
made a regular activity. It should be a balanced 
programme consisting of lectures, demonstrations, 
practice, and discussions adequately supported by 
suitable teaching aids with special emphasis on 
practicals. Training in programme planning exten-
sion methods and communication process with practi-
cal exercises in real-life situations must become 
an important component of the course. Training 
should be organized preferable at research stations 
or agricultural colleges, every year of about 15 
days to one month duration during the months of 
March, April, October, or November. 
Research Directed Toward Determining Relation-
ships Between Training Institution and 
Agricultural Extension in Some 
Developing Countries 
In order to increase the capability and efficiency of 
extension workers to meet the farmer's need and extension 
services, there is a way to achieve this objective. This can 
be reached by strong cooperation between the College of Agri-
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culture and Extension in each of the developing countries by 
arranging training programs for extension workers and re-
search conducted in extension fields by professional agricul-
turalists who are working in the College of Agriculture. 
In Saudi Arabia, ~1-Zaidi (7, p. 32) suggested that when 
cooperation between the College of Agriculture and Agricultur-
al Extension developed there were some considerations that 
should have been taken: 
This cooperation should be based on the needs of 
rural people. It should be focused to improve the 
knowledge and skills of extension and experiment 
station workers, and should be based on flexibility, 
well-organized, and should be based on scientific 
information to be sure this program is prepared in 
consideration of needs and interests of those work-
kers and the country's conditions. These are such 
things as human development, teaching techniques 
and objectives, how to involve people in programm-
ing, fundamentals of learning, individual and group 
contacts, group processes, and teaching methods. 
In Sudan, Doran (21) represented the efficient system 
for the dissemination of information to farmers by Figure 3. 
For the requisite information to reach the farmers, the 
respective links must be functioning efficiently. The agri-
cultural education institutions should be providing a steady 
flow of personnel to the ministry, the research institutions, 
and the extension service. The personnel should be both 
competent in their field of study and prepared to work in an 
agricultural setting. Their courses should have given them 
first-hand practical experience as well as theoretical under-
standing. There must also be a close link between those 
engaged in agricultural research and those in extension. 
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Innovations, whether new seed varieties, fertilizer applica-
tion, or irrigation techniques, have to be location-specific; 
that is, they have to fit the special social, as well as phy-
sical, characteristics of the locality in which they are be-
ing applied. A new·seed-type developed in the United States 
has to be developed still further before it fits the growing 
characeristics of a particular area on the Sudan. This adapt-
ation and modification of agricultural innovations cannot 
take place without the two-way flow of information between 
the researcher and the extensionist. The farmer, not being 
in contact with the real-life growing situation, is totally 
dependent on the extensionist to know of the success or other-

















Source: Doran, A. Agricultural Extension and Development: 
The Sudanese Experience. British Society for Middle 
Eastern Studies, Bulletin, 7(1) (1981), p. 39. 
Figure 3. The Eff1cient System for the Dissemination of In-
formation to Farmers 
With regard to the university extension role in rural 
community development in Venezuela, Lacruz (22, p. 19) 
stated: 
The UNELLEZ extension activity is conceived as a 
very necessary link between the university and 
people and their social environment. Extension, 
therefore, is, in essence, the 'arm' of the univer-
sity by which it transmits results of investiga-
tions and findings and 'reaches out' in productive 
communication and teaching. At the same time this 
makes it possible for the university to direct ex-
pressions regarding needs and wants from the people 
that live on and work the land. By doing so, the 
university contributes to valuable cultural diffu-
sion in the many localities where it serves. Conse-
quently, it has been deemed expedient to exercise 
two kinds of fundamental activities: (1) provision 
for non-curricular courses or non-formal education-
al activities, and (2) cultural activities. 
The university can play an important role in improving 
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the service provided by Ministries of Agriculture and agricul-
tural extension service. These institutions should become 
strongly involved with other agencies to improve extension 
work (23). 
In all the Latin American countries, the efforts were 
made to improve agricultural research. But a few of these 
countries have responsibility for the transfer of technology 
or extension. With regard to the relation of research with 
extension, Marcano (24, pp. 12-13) indicated that: 
In most research systems, the transfer of techno-
logy to farms is considered an activity so differ-
ent from research that it should be carried out by 
groups specialized in transmitting messages or in-
formal education. It is assumed that there is an 
interaction between those who do research and those 
who transfer technology, but actually, in most 
cases, there is no such interaction and sometimes 
there is actually antagonism. This problem is pre-
sent even when research and extension are the 
responsibility of one institution. 
The fact that technology delivered by research 
institutions does not often reach farmers is an 
issue often discussed. Who is responsible? 
In our opinion, fluent communication between far-
mers and researchers will not be obtained if 
research on farms is not 'popularized.' A close 
relationship between he who transfers and he who 
verifies the qualities of technology is necessary, 
primarily so that new research programs meet prior-
ity needs of farmers. 
Whether those who conduct operational or verifica-
tion research are called 'extensionists,' 'agents 
of change,' 'researchers,' or anything else is not 
important. What is really important is that the 
tasks they perform follow a logical sequence begin-
ning at the farm and ending with the transfer of 
verified technology to farmers. 
In our judgement, in most of the Latin American 
countries, research institutions are in a better 
condition to start research at the farm level than 
is the extension service. The main task to be per-
formed is to achieve a fluent communication between 
organizations in such a way that results will reach 
the farmers as soon as they are available. 
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With regard to the inefficient research delivery system 
and farmer's education in Nigeria, Akinbode (25, p. 54) men-
tioned that: 
The delivery of research findings to farm families 
was not much of a major problem when the ministries 
of agriculture maintained research divisions (the 
main problem of that organizational arrangement was 
that of an unconductive civil service environment 
for meaningful research effort) compared with the 
present situation when these are two separate agenc-
ies without an effective linkage system. Although 
a considerable amount of problem-oriented and in-
vestigative agricultural activities are going on at 
the Research Institute, the universities and other 
institutions, there is no proper linkage between 
research and the end users--the farmers. ~he re-
ported findings of increased production in almost 
every aspect of our agriculture bear no relation-
ship to the practices of the farmer. 
It was further recommended by Akinbode (26) that a 
policy of the joint faculty of Agriculture and Institute 
should be seriously considered. Then an extension and re-
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search liaison unit should be established to link the activi-
ties of the faculty/institute with those of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Furthermore, the teaching material and person-
nel available to the faculty should provide adequate in-
service training facilities for the Ministry staff. Then, an 
in-service training committee made up of members from the 
College of Agriculture, Agricultural Institute, and the 
Ministry of Agriculture should be set up to work out the 
details of utilizing these facilities. 
To set up a well-planned research program adjusted to 
the needs of the country, a close cooperation must be 
established between the training institutions and government 
research organizations. Al-Moursi (27, p. 6) mentioned that: 
Unfortunately this relationship, at present, is 
generally weak. In Sudan, Syria and Somalia there 
is little cooperation between research and exten-
sion. In Iraq coordination is good but at a person-
al level. In Kuwait extension staff meets periodi-
cally with the research specialists to collect 
information for transfer to farmers. More coordina-
tion is practiced in PDRY where government research 
staff are involved part-time with extension activi-
ties and assist extensionists in establishing field 
trials and demonstration in the various parts of 
the country. 
He further added that "the extensionists must rely on 
research workers for knowledge to be offered to the farmer 
and at the same time, extension must bring back to research 
the problems of the farmer for study and solution" (p. 7). 
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On the other side, research and extension service can 
provide in-service training in field experimentation for 
staff members of colleges, school, and extension services. 
Research personnel can help colleges and other agencies by 
involving them in cooperative programs and by giving seminars 
to faculty and students. In these ways, cost of training can 
be justified not only by the improvement of each individual's 
capabilities but also by the value of concurrent contribu-
tions to development (28). 
Agricultural extension and research are mutually depen-
dent, as emphasized effectively by Benor and Harrison (29, p. 
45): 
Extension requires the finding of research to teach 
farmers, as well as the continuous support of re-
search in solving farmers' problems without re-
search's backing. Extension may provide farmers 
with general support, timely reminders, and demon-
strations of better practices, but it is unlikely 
that it can effectively transmit to farmers the 
significant improved practices (including new var-
ieties, crops, and cropping patterns) that lead to 
the marked increases in productivity that are re-
quired for rapid, sustained agricultural develop-
ment. 
In implication for achieving coordination between teach-
ing, research, and extension in Iraq, Main and Mohammad (30, 
pp. 16-17) recommend the following guidelines: 
1. The complex problem of coordination should be 
reviewed and examined by the top-level admini-
strators and policy-makers. These suggested 
models can form workable bases or discussions. 
A conference or meeting should be planned to 
work out and evolve some objective administra-
tive mechanism for dove-tailing and integrating 
the functions and personnel of the Colleges of 
Agriculture and the Department of Agriculture 
under the Ministry of Agriculture, at the 
national and provincial levelsa 
2. High-powered Coordination Committees should be 
set up at the National, and provincial levels, 
with clear objectives of bringing about coordi-
nation of functions. The Coordination Commit-
tees should be vested with authority for 
administrative decisions. The members of these 
committees may be drawn from the relevant de-
partments and some selected progressive farm 
leaders. One senior officer should work as the 
Coordinator of Action and may report to the 
concerned co~mittee about the implementation of 
work, problems faced, and suggested actions and 
programmes. 
3. The duties, functions and responsibilities of 
personnel at various levels of the relevant 
organizations should be clarified, written, 
exchanged and discussed. It would be better if 
the job descriptions are developed through con-
sultation, keeping in view the specific 
objectives of the organizations. Seminars, con-
ferences, and workshops should be organized on 
a regular basis for discussing the departmental 
functions, administrative and coordination 
questions, and rural development problems. 
4. The Agriculture Extension Programmes of the 
Ministry of Agriculture should be planned by 
consultations and discussions at the lower 
levels by involving the field extension staff. 
The suggested programmes should be flexible and 
meet the needs of various regions. Periodic 
meetings should be held at least 3 times a year 
comprised of staff from the College of Agricul-
ture, Agriculture Research Stations, Subject 
Matter Specialists, and Administrators from the 
Agriculture Extension, Ministry of Agriculture. 
The participants should address themselves 
in the discussions to topics of annual and 
seasonal plans of work; including teaching, 
research 8 and agriculture extension programmes. 
5. A system of monthly, quarterly and/or annual 
progress reports may be evolved. The copies of 
the progress reports indicating the achieve-
ments made and the problems encountered should 
be exchanged between the personnel of the rele-
vant organizations and departments. 
Summary 
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In this chapter, an attempt was made to explain the func-
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tion, structure, and efficiency of the agricultural extension 
program in some developing countries such as Nigeria, Iraq, 
and Pakistan. It concludes that the extension programs have 
been facing many problems in these nations, such as lack of 
defined extension objectives, supervisors, communication, and 
the role of rural participation. 
Also included are descriptions of training institutions 
and their function with regard to the manpower extension 
training in some developing countries such as Saudi Arabia, 
Iraq, and many West African countries. Froin reading these 
studies, it is apparent that the training institutions which 
are responsible for preparing extension personnel play an 
important role in most developing countries. Therefore, 
identifying the curricular needs and objectives and reviewing 
the functions which they perform is most essential, if 
improvement is to be accomplished. This is not only impor-
tant in maintaining a preservice preparatory program but also 
in providing an approriate program in summer work and in-
service training. 
Also included are findings which emphasize the signifi-
cance of and the need for coordination of the work of train-
ing institutions with that of the national extension program. 
As the studies are reviewed the efficacy which may be accom-
plished through interdependence and reciprocally reinforcing 
the functions of teaching, research, and agricultural exten-
sion can hardly be over-emphasized. Such coordination 
between the three groups relating to activities on every 
level and under established guides make sense both from a 
financial and an educational point of view. Unfortunately 
this has not always been achieved to the extent needed in 




The purpose of this chapter was to present methods used 
and procedures followed in conducting the study dealing with 
perceptions held by (1) administrative and/or supervisory 
personnel of Agricultural Extension programs and (2) faculty 
of training institutions. Included in the chapter are de-
tails concerning the population of the study, development of 
the data gathering instrument, handling and administering of 
the questionnaires, and treatment of the data. 
Population of the Study 
The study population was constituted to include two seg-
ments: 
1. Administrative officials and/or supervisors in Agri-
cultural Extension in each of the six countries chosen for 
the study. 
2. Administrators and faculty in Colleges of Agricul-
ture and universities who direct and teach programs and 
courses which prepare students to engage in Agricultural 
Extension as their major work in each of the six countries. 
For the national Agricultural Extension, the population 
in each country included: 
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The Directors of Agricultural Extension and at least 
five assistants or Provencial directors and/or supervisors. 
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For the training personnel in the university or college, 
the population for each country came from the major institu-
tion or in some cases the two major institutions with respon-
sibility for extension training and included: 
The Dean of College of Agriculture or the Head of 
Agricultural and Extension Education Department and five 
additional members of the faculty of Agricultural Education 
and/or Agriculture Departments. 
Sampling Procedure 
Since there were a great number of personnel who were 
engaged in working in the national extension programs and 
Colleges of Agriculture and Universities, it seemed reason-
able that a sample of six to twelve personnel from the 
Agricultural Extension program, and six to fifteen personnel 
from the College of Agriculture and/or Universities, depend-
ing upon the relative size of the respective group in a given 
country, would be sufficient to meet the requirements of the 
study. Figure 4 shows the respondents who were selected in 
each of the six countries included in the study. 
For the first segment, the sample consisted of the Direc-
tor of Extension and at least four additional administrators 
and/or supervisors selected at random from a list of exten-
sion administrators in each country. 
Sampling for the second segment was accomplished by 
Group 1 Extension 
Number Position Held 
1 Director of Agricul-
tural Extension 
5 to 11 Assistant of Proven-
cia! 
Total: 
Group £ University 
Number Position Held 
42 




5 to 12 Faculty, Agricultur-
al Education and/or 
Agriculture 
6 to 12 6 to 15 
Figure 4: Sample Size for Respondents Selected for the Study 
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selecting the chief administrator or department head from up 
to three institutions operating in each of the countries, and 
in addition, five faculty members engaged in teaching Agricul-
ture and/or Agricultural Education. So, the number to be 
sampled ranged from six to fifteen personnel dependent upon 
the comparative number of training institutions and relative 
size in each country. For details of response patterns see 
pages 51 and 52 of Chapter IV. 
Development of the Instrument 
and Data Gathering 
A comprehensive questionnaire was developed in order to 
collect the information relative to the purposes and objec-
tives of the studyv The questionnaire was developed by the 
research in cooperation and consultation with those recog-
nized as key faculty who had demonstrated knowledge and 
capability in adult and extension education, particularly 
those with teaching or assessment experience in developing 
countries. 
This jury totaled sixteen faculty and staff including 
those from departments of Agricultural Education, Agronomy, 
Sociology, Occupational and Adult Education, as well as 
personnel from the Division of International Programs. 
The questionnaire was pretested through submission to 
twenty-two graduate students from different developing coun-
tries who were currently studying at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity. The questionnaires were first constructed in English 
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and then translated into Arabic, Korean, and French for sub-
mission to certain respondents. 
The first portion of the questionnaire schedule was 
designated to briefly gather basic and pertinent demographic 
data, particularly the professional position or job of each 
respondent. The second portion of the questionnaire was de-
signed for securing information from both (1) administrators 
and supervisors in Agricultural Extension, and (2) administra-
tors and faculty in each of one to three identified training 
institutions. Specifically, the second portion of the ques-
tionnaire was designed for the sole purpose of obtaining data 
to meet the objectives. Identified strategies as listed in 
the questionnaire are to be found in Table IV. 
Data were secured through submission of the question-
naire to each person included in the sample. To facilitate 
securing of responses within each specific country, former 
students from the o.s.u. Agricultural Education Department, 
who have returned to their home countries, were asked to 




IDENTIFIED SELECTED STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES FOR ENHANCING 
RELATIO~SHIPS BETWEEN EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
AND UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Strategy or Practice 
1. Faculty members who teach extension subjects at college 
and universities spend some time working in various areas 
of national extension program work. 
2. National Extension administrators help college or univer-
sity administrators design college curriculum to train fu-
ture extension workers at the college level. 
3. Results of college or university research which would be 
helpful to extension workers be made available to the 
workers on a systematic basis. 
4. Extension administrators and staff members be used in 
parts of the college teaching program for future exten-
sion workers. 
5. Colleges and universities provide in-service training pro-
grams for extension workers. 
6. A period of practical field experience be a part of the 
college course for the student prior to graduation, as a 
part of the requirement for becoming an extension worker. 
(This may be similar to "summer training" or programs or 
"student teachinga 11 ) 
7. Extension, training institutions and agricultural experi-
ment stations cooperate in developing programs with use-
ful and practical information that would help farmers 
improve their situations. 
8. Extension, training institution, and the experiment 
station work jointly in determining needs of farmers. 
9. Extension and training institutions cooperate in evaluat-
ing results of overall joint efforts. 
10. Periodic conferences for all personnel of extension, 
trai~ing institutions, and experiment stations to become 
better acquainted with each other and to share learning 
experience. 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Strategy or Practice 
11. Extension with the cooperation and assistance of the 
training institution, develop radio programs to reach 
farmers with needed agricultural information. 
12. Extension and the training institution work jointly to 
develop materials and methods that extension agents 
could use to reach illiterate farmers. 
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13. Closer coordination of planning and management functions 
by research, extension, and teaching agencies. 
Analysis of Data 
The following is a description of how the data obtained 
in this study were analyzed. There were two types of ques-
tions included in the survey instrument. Part one contained 
a simple request for demographic data related to present 
position or job of the respondent. A likert-type scale was 
used in Part A of the questionnaire for valuing the extent of 
present usage and the extent of desirability for each of the 
thirteen selected strategies or practices. The categories 
ranged from "not used," which received a value of 0, to 
"little usage," which received a value of 1, to "occasional 
usage," which received a value of 2, to "frequent usage," 
which received a value of 3, and finally, to "great usage" 
which received a value of 4. For determining the value of 
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scores given by respondents for desirability the likert scale 
was used in which the range was from "not desirable," which 
received a value of O, to "slightly desirable," which 
received a value of 1, to "desirable," which received a value 
of 2, to "very desirable," which received a value of 3, and 
finally, to "highly desirable," which received a value of 4. 
These numerical scale values for response categories and the 
range of numerical limits for the categories were assigned as 
displayed in Figures 5 and 6. 
Numbers Offered Absolute 
for Responses Limits 
Great Usage 4 3.5 
Frequent Usage 3 2.5 
Occasional Usage 2 1.5 
Little Usage 1 1.0 
Very Little or No Usage 0 .00 
Figure 5. Absolute Limits for Use in Establishing 








Numbers Offered Absolute 
for Responses Limits 
Highly Desirable 4 3.5 to 
Very Desirable 3 2.5 to 
Desirable 2 1.5 to 
Slightly Desirable 1 1.0 to 
Very Little or Not Desirable 0 .oo to 
Figure 6. Absolute Limits for Use in Establishing 








PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present and describe 
self-perceptions of respondents as to the relative effective-
ness of selected strategies which may enhance the preparation 
of agricultural extension workers in each of six selected 
developing nations. Responses were divided into two group-
ings: (1) administrators or supervisors in the Ministry of 
Agriculture and/or Agricultural Extension Services and (2) 
University or college administrators and/or faculty in Agri-
culture. 
Background of Respondents 
The population of the study was drawn from six deve-
loping nations and included: (1) Iraq, (2) Saudi Arabia, (3) 
Egypt, (4) Nigeria, (5) Haiti, and (6) Korea. 
The total population of this study included: (1) forty-
two administrators and/or supervisors currently employed in 
ministries of agriculture and/or agriculture extension units 
and (2) fifty university college faculty engaged in programs 





The number of questionnaire returns sought from each 
nation was limited by: (1) the relative size of the admini-
strative supervisory group within the Ministry of Agriculture 
dealing directly with Agricultural Extension and (2) determin-
ation of institutions (college or university) having major 
training responsibilities for Agricultural Extension and the 
size of the group within the faculty having such a major 
responsibility. 
Data presented in Table V show the percentage of ques-
tionnaire returns by Agricultural Extension administrative/ 
supervisory personnel. It can be readily observed that from 
personnel in each of the six nations studied, returns of 100% 
were secured from Iraq, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Nigeria. Re-
turns of 83.3 percent were secured from Haiti and Korea. Of 
the 44 responses sought from the combined group of administra-
tors, 95.5 percent was returned. 
Data presented in Table VI show the total responses 
' sought from each faculty from which a return was requested. 
There were 100% questionnaires tendered by Iraq, Egypt, and 
Korea, with faculties of Nigeria, Haiti, and Saudi Arabia 
returning respective percentages of 83.3, 66.7, and 50.0. Of 
the 59 total responses sought from members of combined 
faculty, 84.7 percent were returned. 
Selected Strategies or Practices for Which 
Assessment Responses Were Secured 
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TABLE V 
PERCENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RECEIVED FROM ADMINI-
STRATORS OR EXTENSION WORKERS IN EACH NATION 
Administrator Total Number of Percent 
Nation Location Sought Responses Responses 
Iraq General Directorate 7 7 100 
of Extension and 
Farmer Education, 
Baghdad 
Saudi Extension Director- 12 12 100 
Arabia ate & Agricultural 
Services, Riadh, Eas-
tern Regiono Al-hasa 
Egypt Assiut Extension Ser- 7 7 1~0 
vices. 
Nigeria Ministry of Agricul- 6 6 ~ "0 
ture, Riverstate 
County 
Haiti Ministry of Agricul- 6 5 83.3 
ture, Extension Divi-
sion 
··South Ministry of Agricul- 6 5 83.3 
Korea ture Extension Divi-
sion 
TOTAL 44 42 
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TABLE VI 
PERCENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RECEIVED FROM 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY OF EACH NATION 
Faculty or Total Number of Percent 
Nation University Sought Responses Responses 
Iraq Basrah University, 13 13 100 
Salahaldeen and 
Baghdad University 
Saudi King Faisal and 12 6 50 
Arabia King Saud Universi-
ties 
Egypt Al-Azhar, Alexandria 
and Assuit Univer- 15 15 100 
sity 
Nigeria Riverstate Univer- 6 5 83.3 
sity 
Haiti Haiti University 6 4 66.7 
South Seul National 7 7 100 
Korea University 
TOTAL 59 50 
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The thirteen strategies or practices which were deve-
loped, perfected, and validated by use of "juries" of faculty 
and of graduate and international students are listed below 
in the form which they were shown on the questionnaire. For 
use in tabular form these were each developed in a much 
shorter form. 
1. Faculty members who teach extension subjects at col-
leges and universities spend some time working at various 
areas of national extension program work. 
2. National Extension administrators help college or 
university administrators design college curriculum to train 
future extension workers at the college level. 
3. Results of college or university research which 
would be helpful to extension workers be made available to 
the workers on a systematic basis. 
4. Extension administrators and staff members be used 
in parts of the college teaching program for future extension 
workers. 
5. Colleges and universities provide in-service 
training programs for extension workers. 
6. A period of practical field experience be a part of 
the college course for the student prior to graduation, as a 
part of the requirement for becoming an extension worker. 
(This may be similar to "summer trai~ing" programs or "stu-
dent teaching.") 
7. Extension, training institutions and agricultural 
experiment stations cooperate in developing programs with 
useful and pract1cal informat1on that would help farmers 
improve their situations. 
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8. Extension, training institution, and the experiment 
station work jointly in determining needs of farmers. 
9. Extension and training institutions cooperate in 
evaluating results of overall joint efforts. 
10. Periodic conferences held for all personnel of ex-
tension, training institutions and experiment stations to be-
come better acquainted with each other and to share learning 
experiences. 
11. Extension, with the cooperation and assistance of 
the training institution, develop radio programs to reach 
farmers with needed agricultural information. 
12. Extension and the training institution work jointly 
to develop materials and methods that extension agents could 
use to reach illiterate farmers. 
13. Much closer coordination of planning and management 
functions by each of the three agencies responsible for re-
search, extension and teaching in order to promote efficiency. 
Responses to Questions Pertaining to the 
Present Use of Practices and Stra-
tegies and the Relative Desir-
ability of Each Practice 
Oata pertaining to responses from each of the six na-
tions are presented separately with certain grouping of 
nations also compiled and compared. Shown in Tables VII, 
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VIII, IX, X, XI and XII are the responses from each of the 
' 
six nations in terms of mean score and corresponding categor-
ization for each of the 13 practices or strategies. As can 
be seen by examination of data found in these six tables, in 
general, a similar pattern of response is to be observed 
among the six countries, in that while many strategies or 
practices were reported as not used or only slightly used, 
the same strategy was often assessed as being quite desir-
able. This pattern of response occurs to some degree in each 
of the six responding nations. 
A Comparison of Responses by Country 
and by Strategy or Practice 
An attempt was made to determine observable differences 
between and among the six nations as reported by both the 
extension/supervisory personnel and by faculty of each 
country and to assess the importance of these differences. 
Faculty Members Spend Time Working In 
National Extension 
As can be seen by reference to data shown in Table XIII, 
dealing with the matter of faculty members spending some time 
working with the national extension program, there was a 
remarkable degree of agreement among the nations both on the 
part of extension personnel and faculty members. This was 
true as a judgment expressed by respondents both as to the 
extent of present usage and the extent desirablility. One-
TABLE VII 
RESPONSES BY IRAQI FACULTY 
AND EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
Extens IO!l Personn!'1 
"' Extent of "" Extent "' c L ~ Present L- Desuab1e wo QJ"O 
Strategies .LJ c Usage .n c E o E o 
.:>0. :>a. 
z: "' z: "' OJ t' 
., >, a: <U a: IIJ L 
c: ... 0 C L 0 
<UO .,., ... o "" QJU <lJ QJ u QJ 
::... V1 .... :O:Vl ... 
"' "' u u 
1 Faculty have some work expenence in Extension 7 o. 14 NU 7 3 00 vo 
2. Extension administrators help design curriculum 7 1.28 LU 7 3.57 HD 
3 Research findings syste~Jtlca1ly available to Extension 7 2. 28 au 7 3 71 HD 
4 E(te11s10n administrators be used as special ln~tructors 7 0 00 NU 5 3 80 flO 
5 UJ1vers1t1es provide 1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng for Extension workers 7 1.28 LU 7 3.71 HO 
6 Practical f1eld experience required of Extension trdlnees 7 2 28 ou 7 3 57 110 
7 "Three-group" cooperation In program planning 7 1.85 011 7 3.42 VO 
8 "Three-9rouv" coo~erdtJOn In determining needs 7 1.85 OlJ 7 3. 71 HD 
9 Un1vers1t; and Extension cooperate In evaluation 7 1 28 LU 7 3 57 HD 
10 "Three-group" per1od1c conferences prov1ded for personnel 7 2 28 ou 7 3. 71 HO 
11 htens 1011 and Un1vers1ty jo1ntly plan and deliver rad1o programs 6 1.16 LU 6 3 16 VO 
12 Extension and UniVersity develop matenals to reach Illiterate fdrmers 6 1.83 ou 6 3.33 VD 





















Note. The tenn "three-group" refers to. (1) University faculty, (2) Extension personnel, and (3) Experiment Station personnel. 
LEGE:m 
G:l z Great U5age FU • Frequent Usage OIJ "Occa5lonal Usage LU • little Usage NU • Not Used 
ltD = H1ylily Desirable VO • Very Desirable D • Desirable SO • Slightly Desirable NO • Very little Desirable or Not Des1rable 
Unlve_ri!J.Y FdC~J". 
Extent of 0> ExtPnt c 
Present L~ De~lrab1e <lJ"O 
Usage ..ac E o 
::>a 
"""' >, '\J >, 
"' L "" "' L C: L 0 c '- 0 ..,0 -, "' 0 <' cuu QJ <lJU QJ =Vl ., :C,:V'\ _. 
"' "' u l.J 
0 63 NU 12 2 65 vo 
0 38 NU 13 2 75 vo 
1 15 LU 13 3 61 HD 
0 15 LU 13 2 23 0 
1.25 LU 12 3 03 VD 
2 92 ou 13 3 53 flO 
I 07 LU 13 3 45 vo 
0 15 NU 12 2 91 VD 
1 00 LU 13 3 26 vo 
1 23 LU 13 3 00 vo 
0 69 NU 13 J 69 HO 
0 45 NU 13 3 30 VD 




RESPONSES BY SAUDI ARABIAN FACULTY 
AND EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
Extens1on Personnel 
01 Extent of C1> Extent c: "' s....- Present s....~ Des1rable <lJ"O "'" Strateg1es .0 c: Usage .0 <: E 0 Eo 
"' a. ::>0. 
:z "' :ZV> 
"' t' "' t' c:: ... c:: "' C:l.. 0 <: .... 0 
"'0 "" "'0 0'> wv OJ "'u ... ::<:VI ..... :>;Vl ..... 
"' "" u u 
I. Faculty have some work exper1ence 1n Extens1on 12 0.08 NU 12 3 50 HD 
2 Extens1on adm1n1strators help des1gn curr1culum 12 0 33 NU 12 3 91 HD 
3. Research f1nd1ngs syste~at1cally ava1lable to Extens1on 12 0.50 NU 12 4 16 HD 
4 Extens1on adm1n1strators be used as spec1al 1nstructors 12 0 16 NU 12 3 00 VD 
5 Un1vers1t1es prov1de 1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng for Extens1on workers 12 0 41 NU 12 3 44 VD 
6 Pra:t1cal f1eld exper1ence requ1red of Extens1on tra1nees 11 1 00 LU 12 3 so HD 
7. "Three-group" cooperat10n 1n program planmng 12 0 gl NU 12 3 91 HD 
8 "Three-group" cooperat 10n 1 n determ1 nwg needs 12 0.91 NU 12 3 so HD 
9 Un1vers1ty and Extens1on cooperate 1n evaluat1on 12 0 50 NU 12 3 50 HD 
10. "Tnree-group" per1od1c conferences prov1ded for personnel 12 0 33 NU 12 3 50 HD 
11 Extens1on and Un1vers1ty JOlntly plan and del1ver rad1o programs 12 0 58 NU 12 3 so HD 
12 Extens1on and Un1vers1ty develop mater1a1s to reach 1ll1terate farmers 12 0.41 NU 12 3 58 HD 























Note The term "three-group" refers to. (1) Un1vers1ty faculty, (2) Extens1on personnel, and (3) Exper1ment Stat1on personnel. 
LEGEND 
GU = Great Usage FU = Frequent Usage OU = Occas1onal Usage LU = L1ttle Usage NU = Not Used 
HD = H1ghly Des1rable VD = Very Des1rable D = Des1rable SO= S1Jghtly Des1rable NO = Very L1ttle Des1rable or Not Des1rable 
Un1vers1ty Faculty 
Extent of 0'> Extent c:: 
Present '- ~ Des Hable "'"" Usage .0 <=EO 
:::>0. 
"""' ~ "' t' ... c:: ... c:: .... 0 "' .... 0 
"'0 ""' ""0 0'> OJ u QJ <1JU "' :0: Vl +-' :O:Vl ...., 
"' "' u u 
0 66 NU 6 3 66 HD 
0 16 NU 6 3 83 HD 
1.00 LU 6 4 00 HD 
0 16 NU 6 3 33 VD 
0 66 NU 6 3 83 HD 
2.33 ou 6 3 83 HD 
1 00 LU 6 3 83 HD 
0 66 NU 6 3 83 HD 
0 33 NU 6 4.00 HD 
0 50 NU 6 3 66 HD 
0 83 NU 6 3 50 HD 
0 50 NU 6 4 00 HD 




RESPONSES BY EGYPTIAN FACUTLY 
AND EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
Extens1on Personnel 
c:n Extent of c:n Extent c c 
s..- Present s..- Des1rable "'""0 CU""O 
Strateg1es .CJC Usage 
.CJC:: 
eo Eo 
::JC.. ::J c.. 
:Z:U'I :Z:U'I 
Cll "" "' t' 0:: "' 0 0:: "' cs.. cs.. 0 "'0 "" "'0 "' CDU QJ Cll u Cll ::<:Vl .... ::!i:v> +' 
"' "' u u 
1 Faculty have some work exper1ence 1n Extension 7 0.14 NU 7 2 71 VD 
2 Extension adm1n1strators help des1gn curr1culum 7 0 85 NU 7 3 28 VD 
3 Research f1nd1ngs systematically ava1lable to Extens1on 7 1 28 LU 7 4 00 HO 
4 Extension adm1n1strators be used as spec1al 1nstructors 7 0 00 NU 7 3 00 VD 
5 Un1vers1t1es prov1de 1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng for Extens1on workers 7 1 42 liJ 7 4 00 HO 
6 Practical f1eld experience required of Extens1on tra1nees 7 1.00 LU 7 3 57 HD 
7. "Three-group" cooperatiOn 1n program plann1ng 7 2.28 ou 7 3 85 HD 
8 "Three-group" cooperat1on 1n determining needs 7 1.42 LU 7 4 00 HO 
9 Un1vers1ty and Extension cooperate 1n evaluation 7 1 00 LU 7 3 57 HD 
10 "Three-group" per1od1c conferences prov1ded for personnel 7 2 00 ou 7 3.85 HD 
11. Extension and Un1vers1ty JOlntly plan and del1ver rad1o programs 7 1.42 LU 7 3 85 HD 
12 Extension and Un1vers1ty develop materials to reach 1ll1terate farmers 7 1 42 LU 7 3 71 HD 
13 Closer coord1nat1on of "three-group" efforts In plann1ng and management 7 1 00 lU 7 4 00 HD 




















Note The term "three-group" refers to (1) Un1vers1ty faculty, (2) Extens1on personnel, and (3) Exper1ment Stat1on personnel 
lEGE:lD 
GU = Great Usage FU = Frequent Usage OU = Occas1onal Usage LU • l1ttle Usage NU ., Not Used 
HD = H1ghly Oes1rable VD = Very Des1rable D " Des 1 rable SO • Sl1ghtly Des1rable NO = Very little Des1rable or Not Des1rable 
Un1vers1t~ Facultv 









Cll c:: "' 
._ 
cs.. 0 C::'- 0 
"' 0 01 "' 0 
c-
... u .;:; <:>u "' :::V> ::;:: Vl +-> 
"' "' u u 
1 20 LU 15 3 53 HD 
0 33 NU 15 2 86 vo 
1 26 LU 15 3 93 HO 
0 85 NU 14 2 85 vo 
1 40 LU 15 3 60 HD 
2 40 ou 15 3 93 HD 
1 13 LU 15 3 86 HO 
0 80 NU 15 3 66 HO 
0 02 NU 15 3 80 HO 
1 20 LU 15 3 66 HD 
0 46 NU 15 3 40 vc 
0 80 NU 15 3 66 fiC 




RESPONSES BY NIGERIAN FACULTY 
AND EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
Extension Per~onnel 
en Extent of tn E~tent c:: &:: ... ~ Present ... ~ Desirable "'"' dJT.I Strategies .D &:: Usage .co:: co 0 coo 




<U to 0:: "' "" QJ C::l- 0 &::'- 0 
"'0 ""' "'0 0> QJU QJ QJU QJ 
::0: v> ..., ::0: Vl ..., 
"' "' u u 
1 Faculty have some work experience 1n Extension 6 1.50 ou 6 3.50 HD 
2 Extension administrators help design curriculum 6 1.83 ou 6 3 33 VD 
3 Research f1nd1ngs systematically available to Extension 6 1 00 LU 6 4 00 HO 
4 Extension admtntstrators be used as spec1al Instructors 6 0 83 NU 6 3 50 HD 
5 Un1vers1t1es provide 1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng for Extension workers 6 2.33 ou 6 3.33 VD 
6 Practical f1eld experience required of Extension trainees 6 2.66 FU 6 3.83 HD 
7. "Three-group" cooperation 1n program plann1ng 6 1 66 ou 6 4 00 HD 
8 "Three-group" cooperation 1n determ1n1ng needs 6 1. 50 ou 6 3 33 HD 
9 Un1vers1ty and Extension cooperate 1n evaluation 6 l 16 LU 6 3 50 HO 
10 "Three-group" per10d1c conferences provided for personnel 6 l 00 LU 6 3 66 HD 
11. Extension and Un1vers1ty JOintly plan and deliver radiO programs 6 1.33 LU 6 3 83 HD 
12 Extens1on and Un1vers1ty develop materials to reach 1ll1terate farmers 6 1.00 LU 6 3 66 HO 





















Note The term "three-group" refers to. (1) Un1vers1ty faculty, (2) ExtenSIOn personnel, and (3) Experiment Stat1on personnel 
LEGEND 
GU = Great Usage FU = Frequent Usage OU = Occas 10na 1 Usage LU z Little Usage NU = Not Used 
HO = Highly Desirable VO = Very Desirable D = Des1rable SO= Slightly Oes1rable NO = Very Little Desirable or Not Des1rable 
Un1vers1ty Faculty 
Extent of en Extent c: 
Present ... ~ Desirable "'"' Usage .D c Eo 
=>C. 
Zv> 
>. QJ > .. 1- "" QJ 1-&:: 1- 0 C::l- 0 
"' 0 0> "'0 c-QJU "' QJU QJ = V1 .... ZVl .... 
"' "' '- u 
1.40 LU 5 3 40 VD 
1.00 LU 5 3 60 HD 
1 00 LU 5 3.80 HD 
0 40 NU 5 3 80 HO 
1 60 LU 5 3 60 HD 
2 40 ou 5 3.80 HD 
1.60 ou 5 3 60 HD 
l 20 LU 5 3 80 HD 
0 60 NU 5 3 60 H~ 
l 00 LU 5 3 80 HD 
0 20 NU 5 3.60 1-iC 
0 60 NU 5 3 80 HD 




RESPONSES BY HAITIAN FACULTY 
AND EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
Extension Personnel 
en Extent of "' Extent c::: L..~ L..~ Present Desirable "'" "'" Strategies .DC::: Usage .DI: eo eo 
::>0. ::>0. 
z"' """' ., ~ ., ~ 0:: ., 0:: ... 
c::<- 0 C::<- 0 
<00 "' "'0 en cuu ... Cl.IU ., ::O:V'I .... ::O:V'I .... 
"' "' u u 
1 Faculty have some work exper1ence in Extension 5 1 80 ou 5 2.30 VD 
2 Extens.on administrators help des1gn curriculum 5 0.60 NU 5 2 60 vo 
3 Research f1nd1ngs systematlcall} available to Extension 5 1.20 LU 5 3 60 HD 
4. Extension administrators be used as spec1al Instructors 5 1 60 ou 5 3 00 VD 
5 Un1vers1t1es provide 1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng for Extension workers 5 1 80 ou 5 3 40 VD 
6 Practical field experience required of Extension trainees 5 2 80 FU 5 4 00 HD 
7 "Three-group" cooperation in program planmng 5 1 20 LU 5 3 20 VD 
8 "Three-group" cooperation 1n detenmmng needs 5 1 40 LU 5 3.20 VD 
g Un1vers1ty and Extension cooperate 1n evaluation 5 1 00 LU 5 3 00 vo 
10 "Three-group" penod1c conferences prov1ded for personnel 5 0 60 NU 5 3.00 vo 
11 Extens1on and Un1vers1ty JOlntly plan and deliver rad1o programs 5 0 80 NU 5 2 40 D 
12 Extension and Un1vers1ty develop materials to reach 1ll1terate farmers 5 1 00 LU 5 2 40 D 
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Note The term "three-group" refers to (1) Un1vers1ty faculty, (2) Extension personnel, and (3) Experiment Station personnel. 
LEGEND 
GU = Great Usage FU = Frequent Usage OU = Occasional Usage LU m little Usage NU " Not Used 
HD = Highly Desirable VD = Very Des1rable 0 = Oes1rable SO = Slightly Desirable NO= Very Little Desirable or Not Desirable 
Un1vers1ty Faculty 
Extent of en Extent c::: 
Prese'lt <-~ Desirable 01"0 
Usage .DC:: E 0 
:>C.. 
"""' ~ ... ~ ., 0:: Ill 
C::<- 0 C::'- 0 
<00 en <00 C> .,..., 
"' cuu Ill :=c.n ...... ::;;:"' ... 
"' "' u u 
2.00 ou 4 2 50 VD 
1.25 LU 4 2 75 VD 
1.75 ou 4 3 00 VD 
2 50 FU 4 3 75 HO 
1.00 LU 3 2 66 VD 
2 75 FU 4 3 50 HD 
1 50 ou 4 3 50 HD 
1.25 LU 4 3 50 HD 
1.00 LU 4 3 50 HD 
0 50 NU 4 2 60 VD 
1.25 LU 4 3 00 VD 
1 25 LU 4 3 00 VD 




RESPONSES BY SOUTH KOREAN FACULTY 
AND EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
Extension Personnel 
.,. Extent of t:n ExtPnt c: c: 
L-~ Present '-~ Desirable CU"O CU"CJ 
Strategies 
.a 0:::: Usage .ac: eo eo 
=> 0. :JCl.. 
"""' """' "' ~ OJ ~ ""' "' 0:: OJ C:'- 0 C:'- 0 ..,0 "" <00 0> diU "' diU dl ::<:;V'I .... ::EV'I ..... 
"' "' u u 
1 Faculty have some work experience 1n Extension 5 2.00 ou 7 1.57 VD 
2. Extens1on adm1n1strators help des1gn curriculum 5 0 80 NU 5 3 20 VD 
3 Research f1nd1ngs systematically available to Extension 5 2 20 ou 5 3 20 VD 
4 Exte· s1on administrators be used as spec1al Instructors 5 2 40 ou 5 3.00 VD 
5 Un1v~rs1t1es prov1de 1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng for Extension workers 5 1.40 LU 5 2 40 D 
6 Practical f1e1d experience requ1red of Extension trainees 5 2 60 FU 5 3 00 VD 
7 "Three-group" cooperatiOn 1n program planning 5 2 80 FU 5 3.00 VD 
8 "Three-group" cooperation In detenmmng needs 5 2.80 FU 5 3 00 VD 
9 Un1vers1ty and Extens1on cooperate 1n evaluation 5 2 20 ou 5 3 20 VD 
10 "Three-group" penod1c conferences provided for personnel 5 1 40 LU 5 3.00 VD 
11 Extens1on and Un1vers1ty JOintly plan and del1ver rad1o programs 5 1.40 LU 5 3.00 VD 
12 Extension and Un1vers1ty develop mater1als to reach Illiterate farmers 5 0 80 NU 5 1.80 D 





















Note The term "three-group" refers to. (1) Un1vers1ty faculty, (2) Extension personnel, and (3) Experiment Stat1on personnel. 
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1.57 ou 7 3 57 HD 
0 71 NU 7 3 28 vo 
2 41 ou 7 3 28 VD 
1 00 LU 7 3 42 VD 
1 00 LU 7 3 42 VD 
3 00 FU 7 3 71 HD 
2 57 FU 7 3 85 HO 
2 41 ou 7 3 85 HO 
2 28 FU 7 3 85 HD 
1 71 ou 7 3 85 HD 
1 00 LU 7 3 28 vo 
1 28 LU 7 3 42 vo 





RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 1: FACULTY MEMBERS WHO TEACH EXTENSION SUBJECTS AT 
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITIES SPEND SOME TIME WORKING AT VARIOUS 
AREAS OF NATIONAL EXTENSION PROGRAM WORK 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rab1e Present Usage Des1rable 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond JOg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respondmg Score Category 
Iraq 7 0 14 NU 7 J 00 VD 11 0.63 NU 12 2 66 VD 
Saud1 12 0 08 NU 12 3 50 HD 6 0 66 NU 6 3 66 HD 
A1·ab1a 
Egypt 7 0 14 NU 7 2. 71 VD 15 1 20 LU 15 3 53 HD 
N1gena 6 1 50 ou 6 3 50 HD 5 1 40 LU 5 3 40 VD 
Ha1t1 5 1 80 ou 5 2 80 VD 4 2 00 ou 4 2 50 VD 
Korea 5 2 00 ou 5 3 20 VD 7 1.57 ou 7 3 57 HD 
LEGEl.O: 
GU : Great Usage FU • Frequent Usage OU m Occas~onal Usage LU • Little Usage NU • Not Used 




half of three nations reported "occasional usage" in terms of 
responses by extension personnel, while those personnel from 
the remaining one-half reported "not used." In terms of de-
sirability of this practice as reported by extension person-
nel, two nations Saudi Arabia and Nigeria reported the 
practice was "highly desirable," with the remaining four 
nations reporting the practice as being "very desirable." 
When university faculty were likewise asked about the 
extent of present usage, only respondents from two nations, 
Haiti and Korea, reported "occasional usage," while a respond-
ing faculty from Egypt and Nigeria reported only "little 
usage." Respondents from Iraq and Saudi Arabia were in agree-
ment that in their countries the practice was "not used." 
When responses from college faculty were collated with regard 
to the item assessing the desirability of practice number 
one, it was found that three nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, 
and Korea, were in agreement in assessing the practice as 
being "highly desirable." The remaining three nations, Iraq, 
Nigeria, and Haiti reporting the practice as being ''very de-
sirable." 
Extension Personnel Assist College 
Faculty With Curriculum Development 
In terms of responses reported through data shown in 
Table XIV, this item dealt with the strategy of extension 
administrators helping the university faculty design college 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 2: NATIONAL EXTENSION ADMINISTRATION HELP COLLEGE 
OR UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATORS DESIGN COLLEGE CURRICULUM 
TO TRAIN FUTURE EXTENSION WORKERS AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL ~NIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rab1e Present Usage Des1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond1ng Score Category Respondmg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score 
7 1.28 LU 7 3 57 HD 13 0.38 NU 13 2.76 
12 0 33 NU 12 3 91 HD 6 0 16 NU 5 3.83 
7 0.85 NU 7 3 28 VD 15 0 33 NU 15 2 86 
6 1 83 au 6 3 33 VD 5 1 00 LU 5 3 60 
5 0 60 NU 5 2 60 VD 4 1.25 LU 4 2 75 
5 0 80 NU 5 3 20 VD 7 1 57 ou 7 3.57 
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aff1rmed by both extension personnel and college faculty both 
as to extent of present usage and extent desirability with 
only one nation reporting "occasional usage" in terms of 
responses by extension personnel. Likewise, only one nation 
reporting "little usage" while extension personnel from all 
other nations reported the strategy as "not used." In terms 
of the nature of responses with regard to desirability of the 
practice as reported by extension personnel, respondents from 
two nations, Iraq and Saudi Arabia, reported the practice was 
"highly desirable," with the remaining respondents from four 
nations reporting the practice to be "very desirable." 
When college faculty were asked about the extent of pre-
sent usage only respondents from a single nation reported 
"occasional usage," while faculty of another two nations re-
ported "little usage." The remaining three nations reported 
the practice as "not used." When responses with regard to 
faculty assessment of desirability of practice number two 
were compared, it was found that three nations, Saudi Arabia, 
Nigeria, and Korea reported the practice as "very desirable." 
Research Findings Be Made Available to 
Extension Workers on a Systematic Basis 
As can be seen by reference to data shown in Table XV, 
and dealing with the matter of availability of results of 
university research to extension workers, there was a 
remarkable degree of agreeement among the nations both on the 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 3: RESULTS OF COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
WHICH WOULD BE HELPFUL TO EXTENSION WORKERS BE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO THE WORKERS ON A SYSTEMATIC BASIS 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rable Present Usage Des1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond JOg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score 
7 2.28 ou 7 3. 71 HD 13 1.15 LU 13 3 61 
12 0.50 NU 12 4 16 HO 6 1 00 LU 6 4 00 
7 1 28 LU 7 4.00 HD 15 1.26 LU 15 3 93 
6 1.00 LU 6 4 00 HD 5 1 00 LU 5 3 80 
5 1.20 LU 5 3.60 HD 4 1 75 ou 4 3 00 
5 2 20 ou 5 3 20 VO 7 2.41 ou 7 3 28 
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true both for extent of present usage and extent desirable. 
Only two nations reported the practice was of "occasional 
usage" in terms of responses by extension personnel, while 
extension personnel of three other nations reported it to be 
of "little usage." The personnel from Saudi Arabia reported 
the practice as "not used." In terms of desirability of this 
practice as reported by extension personnel, five nations, 
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Nigeria, and Haiti reported the 
practice was "highly desirable," while only one nation, 
Korea, reported the practice was "very desirable." 
When university faculty were asked about the exent of 
present usage, only respondents from two nations Haiti, and 
Korea reported "occasional usage," while responding faculty 
from Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Nigeria reported "little 
usage." While responses with regard to the faculty desirabi-
lity of practice number three were compared, it was found 
that four nations, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Nigeria 
reported the practice as being "highly desirable," and the 
remaining two nations, Haiti and Korea, reported the practice 
was "very desirableo" 
Extension Personnel Serve as Resource 
Persons In College Teaching Programs 
Findings as collated and presented in Table XVI, dealing 
with the strategy that extension administrators and staff mem-
bers be used in parts of the college teaching program for fut-











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMEBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 4: EXTENSION ADMINISTRATORS AND STAFF MEMBERS BE 
USED IN PARTS OF THE COLLEGE TEACHING PROGRAM FOR 
FUTURE EXTENSION WORKERS 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rab1e Present Usage Des1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No He an No Mean 
Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respondmg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category 
7 0 00 NU 5 3.80 HD 13 1.15 LU 13 2 23 D 
12 0 16 NU 12 3 00 VD 6 0 16 NU 6 3 33 VD 
7 0 00 NU 7 3.00 VD 14 0 85 NU 14 2 85 VD 
6 0.83 NU 6 3.so HD 5 0 40 NU 5 3 80 HD 
5 1 60 ou 5 3.00 VD 4 2.50 FU 4 3 75 HD 
5 2 40 ou 5 3 00 VD 7 1 00 LU 7 3 42 VD 
GU • Great Usage FU • Frequent Usage OU • Occasional Usage LU m Little Usage NU • Not Used 




ment among the nations both on the part of extension person-
nel and faculty members. This was true both for extent of 
present usage and extent desirable. Only two nations re-
ported "occasional usage" in terms of responses by extension 
personnel, while those personnel from all other nations re-
ported "not used." 
In terms of desirability of this practice as reported by 
extension personnel respondents from two nations, Iraq and 
Nigeria, the practice was seen as being "highly desirable," 
with respondents from the remaining four nations reporting 
the practice to be "very desirable." 
When university faculty were asked about the extent of 
present usage of practice number four, only a respondent from 
one nation, Haiti, reported "frequent usage," while respond-
ing faculty from Iraq and South Korea reported "little 
usage." Personnel from the remaining three nations reported 
"not used." 
When responses were collated and compared with regard to 
the faculty assessment of the desirability of practice num-
ber four, it was found that two nations, Nigeria and Haiti, 
reported the practice as being "highly desirable," while the 
other three nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and South Korea, re-
ported the practice as being "very desirable." The remaining 
one nation, Iraq, reported it as a "desirable" practice. 
College and University Provision for 
In-Service Training 
70 
An examination of data shown in Table XVII dealing with 
the college and universities providing in-service training 
programs for extension workers, there was a remarkable degree 
of agreement among the nations both on the part of extension 
personnel as well as faculty members. This was true both for 
extent of present usage and extent of desirability. 
Respondents from extension personnel in only two nations 
reported "occasional usage," while respondents from three 
other nations reported "little usage." Respondents from the 
remaining nations reported the practice (number five) as "not 
used." 
In terms of desirability of this practice, extension per-
sonnel respondents from two nations, Iraq and Egypt, report-
ed that the practice was "highly desirable." In a like 
manner, personnel from the other th~ee nations reported the 
practice to be 11very desirable." Respondents from the remain-
ing nation reported the practice as being merely "desirable." 
When university faculty were asked for their perceptions 
about the extent of present usage, respondents from five 
nations, Iraq, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Haiti, and South Korea, 
reported "little usage, 11 while the remaining one nation 
reported the practice as "not used." 
When responses from faculty regarding the desirability 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 5: COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES PROVIDE IN-SERVICE 
TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR EXTENSION WORKERS 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1 rab1e Present Usage Des1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respondmg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score 
7 1 28 LU 7 3 71 HD 12 1.25 LU 12 J.oa 
12 0.41 NU 12 3 41 VD 6 0 66 NU 6 3.83 
7 1.42 LU 7 4 00 HD 15 1 40 LU 15 3 61) 
6 2.33 ou' 6 3 33 VD 5 1 60 LU 5 3 60 
5 1 80 ou 5 3.40 VD 3 1 00 LU 3 2 66 
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respondents from three nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and 
Nigeria were in agreement that the practice was "highly 
desirable," with faculty of the remaining three nations, 
Iraq, Haiti and South Korea, reporting the practice as "very 
desirable." 
Practical Field Experience Prior to 
Graduation 
Data presented in Table XVIII relate to the matter of a 
period of practical field experience to be a part of the col-
ege course for the student to complete prior to graduation. 
There was a remarkable degree of agreement about this 
practice among the nations both on the part of extension 
personnel and faculty members. This was true both for the 
extent of present usage and also regarding the extent desir-
able. For this practice, respondents from three nations 
reported "frequent usage," with responses from one nation 
being "occasional usage." Extension personnel from the 
remaining two nations reported the practice having "little 
usage" in their country. 
In terms of desirability of this practice as reported by 
extension personnel, the nations Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, 
Nigeria, and Haiti reported the practice was "highly desir-
able," while the remaining one, South Korea, reported the 
practice "very desirable." 
When university faculty were asked about the extent of 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 6: A PERIOD OF PRACTICAL FIELD EXTERIENCE BE A 
PART OF THE COLLEGE COURSE FOR THE STUDENT PRIOR TO 
GRADUATION, AS A PART OF THE REQUIREMENT FOR 
BECOMING AN EXTENSION WORKER 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rable Present Usage Des1 rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respondmg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score 
7 2 28 ou 7 3 57 HD 13 2 92 ou 13 3 53 
11 1 00 LU 12 3.50 HD 6 2 33 ou 6 3 83 
7 1 00 LU 7 3.57 HD 15 2.40 ou 15 3 93 
6 2 66 FU 6 3 83 HD 5 2.40 ou 5 3 80 
5 2 80 FU 5 4.00 HD 4 2.75 FU 4 3 50 
5 2.60 FU 5 3 00 VD 7 3 00 FU 7 3.71 








HD • HLghly DesLrable VD • Very Desirable D ., Desirable SO • Slightly Oes1rabla ND • Not DesJrable 
-...1 
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South Korea, reported "frequent usage," while respond1.ng 
faculty from Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Nigeria all 
reported "occasional usage." When responses with regard to 
faculty assessment of desirability of practice number six 
were compared, it was found that all nations reported the 
practice as being "highly desirable." 
Cooperate Effort Among Extension Person-
nel, College Faculty, and Experiment 
Station Workers 
74 
Findings shown in Table XIX deal with the matter of ex- I 
tension personnel, faculty of training institutions, and agri-
cultural experiment station personnel cooperating to develop 
programs useful and practical to help farmers improve their 
situation. There was a remarkable degree of agreement among 
respondents of the nations both on the part of extension per-
sonnel and faculty members. This was true both for extent of 
present usage and extent desirable. Only one nation reported 
"frequent usage" in terms of responses from extension person-
nel, with respondents from three nations reporting '1occasion-
al usage." Extension personnel from one other nation report-
ed "little usage," while respondents from the remaining 
nation reported this practice as "not used." 
In terms of desirability of this practice, extension per-
sonnel from three nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Nigeria, 
perceived it as being "highly desirable," with the remaining 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 7: EXTENSION, TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, AND AGRICUL-
TURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS COOPERATE IN DEVELOPING PROGRAMS 
WITH USEFUL AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION THAT WOULD HELP 
FARMERS IMPROVE THEIR SITUATIONS 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Oes1rable Present Usage Oes1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond1ng Score Category Respondwg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score 
7 1 85 ou 7 3 42 VD 13 1 07 LU 13 3 46 
12 0 91 NU 12 3 91 HD 6 1 00 LU 6 3.83 
7 2 28 ou 7 3.85 HD 15 1 13 LU 15 3 86 
6 1.66 ou 6 4 00 HD 5 1 60 ou 5 3 60 
5 1.20 LU 5 3 20 VD 4 1.50 ou 4 3.50 
5 2 80 FU 5 3 00 VD 7 2.57 FU 7 3.85 
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When university faculty were asked about the extent of 
present usage only a respondent from one nation, ~outh Korea, 
reported "frequent usage," while faculty from two other na-
tions reported "occasional usage." Responding faculty from 
the remaining three nations reported the practice as "not 
used." When responses from faculty with regard to the desira-
bility of practice number seven were compared, it was found 
that five nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Nigeria, Haiti, and 
South Korea, described the practice as "highly desirable." 
The respondents from the remaining nation, Iraq, reported the 
practice as "very desirable." 
Joint Efforts of Three Groups to 
Determine Farmer Needs 
Data presented in Table XX relates to the matter of ex-
tension, training institution, and experiment station work 
jointly in determining needs of farmers. Again, there was a 
remarkable degree of agreement among respondents from differ-
ent nations, both on the part of extension personnel and col-
lege facultyo This was true for both items covering extent 
of present usage and extent of desirability. Respondents 
from only one nation reported the practice as being of 11 fre-
quent usage," while extension personnel from two other na-
tions reported "occasional usage." The response from two 
other nations was "little usage," while the response from the 
remaining nation was "not used." 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 8: EXTENSION, TRAINING INSTITUTION, AND EXPERI-
MENT STATION WORK JOINTLY IN DETERMINING NEEDS OF FARMERS 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rab1e Present Usage Des1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respondmg Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category 
7 1.85 ou 7 3.71 HD 12 0 75 NU 12 2 91 VD 
12 D 91 NU 12 3 91 HD 6 1 00 LU 6 3.83 HD 
8 1 49 LU 7 4.00 HD 15 0.80 NU 15 3 66 HD 
6 1 so ou 6 3 83 HD 5 1.20 LU 5 3 80 HD 
5 1 40 LU 5 3.20 VD 4 1.25 LU 4 3 50 HD 
5 2 80 FU 5 3 00 VD 7 2.41 ou 7 3.85 HD 
GU m Great Usage FU • Frequent Usage OU • Occasional Usage LU • Little Usage NU • Not Used 




ed by extension personnel from four nations, Iraq, Saudi Ara-
bia, Egypt, and Nigeria, it was considered a "highly desir-
able" practice. Extension personnel of the remaining two na-
tions reported the practice as being "very desirable." 
When university faculty were asked about the extent of 
present usage, only a respondent from one nation, South 
Korea, reported "occasional usage" of practice number eight, 
while faculty from three other nations reported "little us-
ages" Respondents from the remaining two nations reported 
the practice as "not used." 
When responses of faculty with regard to the desirabi-
lity of practice number eight were compared, it was found 
that respondents from five nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, ~i­
geria, Haiti, and South Korea, reported the practice as being 
"highly desirable." The respondents from the remaining na-
tion, Iraq, reported the practice as "very desirable." 
Cooperative Effort Between Extension 
Personnel and Faculty in Evaluating 
Joint Practices 
As can be seen by reference to data presented in Table 
XXI dealing with the matter of extension and training institu-
tion cooperating in evaluating results of overall joint ef-
forts, there was a remarkable degree of agreement among the 
nations both on the part of extension personnel and faculty 
members. This was true both for extent of present usage and 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 9: EXTENSION AND TRAINING INSTITUTIONS COOPERATE 
IN EVALUATING RESULTS OF OVERALL JOINT EFFORTS 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rab1e Present Usage Des1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score 
7 1.28 LU 7 3.57 HD 13 1.00 LU 13 3.23 
12 0 50 NU 12 3 50 HD 6 0 33 NU 6 4.00 
7 1 00 LU 7 3 37 HD 14 0 02 NU 15 3 80 
6 1.16 LU 6 3 50 HO 5 0 60 NU 5 3 60 
5 1 00 LU 5 3 00 VO 4 1 00 LU 4 3.50 
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ported "occasional usage," while respondents from four nations 
reported "little usage." For the remaining one nation, exten-
sion respondents reported "not used." 
In terms of desirability of the practice dealing with co-
operative evaluation of joint activities, extension personnel 
from Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Nigeria reported the prac-
tice as "highly desirable." Respondents from the remaining 
two nations judging the practice as being "very desirable." 
When university faculty were asked about the extent of 
present usage, a respondent from one nation, South Korea, re-
ported "frequent usage," while faculty from Iraq and Haiti 
reported "little usage." Faculty responses from the remain-
ing three nations indicated that the practice was "not used." 
Faculty responses with regard to the desirability of prac-
tice number nine were collated, and it was found that those 
from five nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Nigeria, Haiti, and 
South Korea judged the practice as being "highly desirable." 
Those faculty from Iraq perceived the practice as "very desir-
able." 
Conference Between Faculty, Extension, 
and Experiment Station Personnel 
Findings as collated in Table XXII deal with the stra-
tegy of holding periodic conferences between faculty of exten-
sion, training institutions, and experiment station personnel 
in order to become better acquainted with each other and to 












RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 10: PERIODIC CONFERENCES HELD FOR ALL PERSONNEL OF 
EXTENSION, TRAINING INSTITUTION, AND EXPERIMENT STATIONS TO 
BECOME BETTER ACQUAINTED WITH EACH OTHER AND TO 
SHARE LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage DesJrab1e Present Usage Des1rab1e 
Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category 
7 2 28 ou 7 3.71 HD 13 1 23 LU 13 3.00 VD 
12 0 33 NU 12 3.50 HD 6 0 50 NU 6 3 66 HD 
7 2.00 ou 7 3.85 HD 15 1 20 LU 15 3 65 HD 
6 1 DO LU 5 3.65 HD 5 1 00 LU 5 3.80 HD 
5 0 50 NU 5 3.00 VD 4 0.50 NU 4 2 80 VD 
5 1 40 LU 5 3.00 VD 7 1.71 ou 7 3 85 HD 
GU • Cr6nt Uonqa FU • rroquant Uuaga OU • Occaaional Uaaqo LU • Little Uqaga NU • Not Uaed 




agreement among the nations both on the part of extension per-
sonnel and faculty members, and this was true both for the ex-
tent of present usage and extent of desirability. Extension 
personnel from only two nations reported "occasional usage," 
with those from two other nations reporting "little usage." 
Extension respondents from Haiti and Saudi Arabia reported 
that they perceived the strategy as "not used." 
Extension personnel judging as to the desirability of 
the strategy found those from four nations, Iraq, Saudi Ara-
bia, Egypt, and Nigeria, perceiving the practice as "highly 
desirable," with personnel from the remaining two nations 
judging the strategy to be "very desirableo" 
When university faculty were asked for their observation 
as to the extent of present usage, only a respondent from one 
nation reported "occasional usage," with faculty of three na-
tions observing "little usage." Two nations stated the 
practice as "not used." 
Faculty responses as to perceptions of desirability of 
the strategy revealed that respondents of four nations, Saudi 
Arabia, Egypt, Nigeria, and South Korea, felt the practice to 
be "highly desirable, 11 with respondents from the remaining 
two nations, Iraq and Haiti 8 judging the strategy as "very 
desirable .. " 
Extension, with Assistance of Faculty 
Developing Radio Programs 












RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 11: EXTENSION, WITH THE COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE 
OF THE TRAINING INSTITUTION, DEVELOP RADIO PROGRAMS TO REACH 
FARMERS WITH NEEDED AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1 rab1 e Present Usage Deslrab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category 
6 1 16 LU 6 3.16 VD 13 0.69 NU 13 3.69 HD 
12 0.58 NU 12 3 50 HD 6 0.83 NU 6 3.50 HD 
7 1.42 LU 7 3 85 HD 15 0 46 NU 15 3 40 VD 
6 1 33 LU 6 3 83 HO 5 0 20 NU 5 3 60 HD 
5 0.80 NU 5 2 40 D 4 1.25 LU 4 3 OD VD 
5 1 40 LU 5 3 00 vo 7 1 00 LU 7 3.28 vo 
GU • Groat Uea9e rO • Frequent Ueaqe 00 • Occasional Uee90 LU • Little Uango NU • Not Uaed 




proposed strategy of extension, with assistance from faculty 
of training institutions, developing radio programs to reach 
farmers with needed agricultural information. Again, evalua-
tion of this practice by respondents resulted in a notable 
extent of agreement among respondents of the six nations, 
both on the part of extension personnel and faculty members. 
This was largely true both regarding extent of present usage 
and extent desirability. Four nations reported the practice 
as having "little usage." Extension personnel in two nations 
reported the practice as "not used." 
When extension personnel reported as to desirability of 
the practice those from three nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, 
and Nigeria, reported the practice was "highly desirable," 
while respondents from Iraq and South Korea judged the prac-
tice as "very desirable." Respondents from Haiti reported 
the practice as "desirable." 
University faculty were likewise asked about the extent 
of present usage of the practice, and respondents from both 
Haiti and South Korea reported "little usage," while respond-
ents from the four remaining nations responded that the 
practice was "not used." 
When faculty of the training institutions asessed the 
desirability of the practice, those from three nations, Iraq, 
Saudi Arabia, and Nigeria, felt the practice was "highly 
desirable," with faculty of institutions in the remaining 
nations of Egypt, Haiti, and South Korea reporting the prac-
tice as "very desirable." 
Joint Efforts of Extension and Faculty 
to Develop Teaching Materials 
85 
Data presented in Table XXIV relates to the matter of 
the extension and faculty of training institutions working 
jointly to develop materials and methods that extension 
agents could use to reach illiterate farmers. There was 
slightly less degree of agreement among respondents from the 
nations between extension personnel and faculty members with 
regard to this practice. While extention respondents from 
only one nation reported "occasional usage," those from three 
nations reported "little usage, 11 and personnel from two 
nations reportedd "not used." 
In terms of desirability of this·practice, extension 
personnel from three nations, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and 
Nigeria reported the practice as "highly desirable" and only 
one nation, Iraq, reported the practice as "very desirableo" 
The remaining two nations, Haiti and South Korea, reported 
the practice as being "desirablec" 
When university faculty were asked about the extent of 
present usage, only respondents from two nations, Haiti and 
South Korea, reported "little usage," while responding 
faculty from Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Nigeria all 
reported the practice as "not used." 
When responses of faculty with regard to the desirabi-
lity of the practice were compared, it was found that respon-











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 12: EXTENSION AND THE TRAINING INSTITUTION WORK 
JOINTLY TO DEVELOP MATERIALS AND METHODS THAT EXTENSION 
AGENTS COULD USE TO REACH ILLITERATE FARMERS 
EXTENSION Pt.RSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Des1rable Present Usage Desirable 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Responding Score Category Responding Score Category Responding Score Category Responding Score 
6 1 83 ou 6 3.33 VD 13 D 46 NU 13 3.30 
12 0 41 NU 12 3.58 HD 6 0.50 NU 6 4.00 
7 1 42 LU 7 3 71 HD 15 0.80 NU 15 3 66 
6 1 00 LU 6 3 66 HD 5 0 60 NU 5 3 80 
5 1 00 LU 5 2 40 D 4 1 25 LU 4 3 00 
5 0 80 NU 5 1 80 D 7 1 28 LU 7 3 42 








OU a Occasional Usage LU • Little Usage 
GU • Great Usage FU • Frequent Usage bl 0 • Oes 1rable SO • sl1ghtly Oes1rable NO • Not Desirable HD • H1ghly Des1rable VD • Very Des1ra e 
00 
en 
reported the practice as being "highly desirable," with the 
remaining three nations, Iraq, Haiti, and South Korea, 
reporting the practice as being "very desirable." 
Close Coordination of Planning and 
Management Functions Among the 
Three Groups 
87 
Findings shown in Table XXV related to the matter of much 
closer coordination of planning and management functions among 
the three agencies being responsible for research, extension, 
and teaching in order to promote efficiency. Extension person-
nel from only two nations reported "occasional usage" of this 
practice. Personnel from two other nations reported "little 
usage," while extension personnel from the other three na-
tions reported coordination of activities as "not used." 
In terms of desirability of the practice of closer coor-
dination of planning and management activities, extension 
personnel from three nations, Egypt, Nigeria, and Haiti, 
reported the practice as "highly desirable." The remaining 
three nations reported the practice to be "very desirable." 
When university faculty were asked about the extent of 
present usage of the practice, only respondents from the 
nation South Korea reported "occasional usage," while respond-
ing faculty from Haiti reported the practice as having "lit-
tle usage." Faculty respondents from the remaining four 
nations, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Nigeria, reported the 











RESPONSE BY EXTENSION WORKERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS BY COUNTRY FOR 
PRACTICE 13: MUCH CLOSER COORDINATION OF PLANNING AND 
MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS AMONG THE THREE AGENCIES RESPON-
SIBLE FOR RESEARCH, EXTENSION, AND TEACHING IN 
ORDER TO PROMOTE EFFICIENCY 
EXTENSION PERSONNEL UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Extent Extent Extent Extent 
Present Usage Oes1rable Present Usage Oes1rab1e 
No Mean No Mean No Mean No Mean 
Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respond1ng Score Category Respondwg Score 
6 2 00 au 6 3.33 VD 13 0 80 NU 13 4 00 
12 0 41 NU 12 3 41 VD 6 0 33 NU 6 3 66 
7 1.00 LU 7 4 00 HD 15 0.73 NU 15 3 93 
6 0 83 NU 6 3 83 HD 5 0 40 NU 5 3 60 
5 1 00 LU 5 3 80 HD 4 1 00 LU 4 4 00 
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Responses by faculty as to the desirability of this prac-
tice, when collated, revealed that it was deemed "highly de-
sirable" by respondents of five nations, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, 
Egypt, Nigeria, and Haiti. Respondents from South Korea 
reported the practice as being "very desirable." 
Responses From All Nations Combined 
When data secured from all nations was collated and ana-
lyzed for each of the thirteen selected strategies or prac-
tices, as shown in Table XXVI, it became evident that, in 
general, extension personnel recognized that present' usage 
was meager, with four categories reported as "not used," an 
additional six of ''little usage, and the remaining three 
categories showing only "occasional usage." 
In a like manner, when responses obtained from univer-
sity faculty with regard to the present usage of these prac-
tices was collated, it was found that five of the practices 
were reported as "not used," six assessed as having only 
"little usage," and one strategy or practice recognized as 
having "occasional usage. 11 The remaining strategy was 
assessed as having "frequent usage." Those three practices 
which were reported by extension personnel as having 11 little 
usage," but categorized by university faculty as "not used" 
were: (1) extension training institution and experiment 
station work jointly in determining farmers' needs; (2) exten-
sion personnel work with faculty training institution to deve-















COMBINED RESPONSES BY FACULTY AND EXTENSION 
PERSONNEL FROM SIX NATIONS 
Extens1on Personnel 
"" Extent of "" Extent c: c: ,__ 
Present 
..__ 
Des1rable 0>"'0 OJ""O 
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Faculty have some work exper1ence 1n Extension 42 0.61 NU 42 3.30 VD 
Extens1on adm1n1str~tors help des1gn curriculum 42 0 88 NU 42 3 45 VD 
Research f1nd1ngs syste~at1cally available to Extens1on 42 1 30 LU 42 3 75 HD 
Extension adm1n1strators be u_ed as spec1al Instructors 42 0 83 NU 42 292 HD 
Un1vers1t1es prov1de 1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng for Extension workers 42 1 16 LU 42 3 47 VD 
Practical field experience required of Extension trainees 42 1 85 ou 42 3 54 HD 
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Note The term "three-group" refers to (1) Un1vers1ty faculty, (2) Extension personnel, and (3) Experiment Stat1on personnel 
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coordination of efforts among the three agencies, extension, 
research, and teaching in management. Those practices which 
were reported as of "occasional usage" by extension workers, 
but as of only "little usage" by university faculty were: 
(1) cooperation between extension, training institutions, and 
agricultural experiment stations to help improve their sit-
uation and (2) extension, training institution, and experi-
ment station work jointly to determine farmers' needs. It 
was found that extension personnel felt that the practice 
stating that a period of practical experience be a part of 
the college course for the student prior to graduation was of 
"occasional usage, 11 while the judgement expressed by univer-
sity faculty as to extent usage was slightly higher being in 
the "frequent usage" category. 
When desirability was determined by responses of two 
groups, extension personnel and university faculty, it was 
found that extension personnel felt that the practice stating 
that extension, training institution, and experiment station 
work jointly to determine farmers' needs was "highly desir-
able," while the judgement expressed by university faculty as 
to desirability were slightly lower being in the "very desir-
able11 category. The strategies or practices expressed as (1) 
periodic conferences held for all personnel of extension, 
training institutions, and experiment station to share learn-
ing experiences; (2) extension, with the assistance of the 
training institution, to develop radio programs to reach 
farmers; and (3) extension and the training institution work 
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jointly to develop materials to reach illiterate farmers, 
showed a reverse appraisal with extension personnel consider-
ing each "very desirable," but university faculty recognizing 
the practices of somewhat higher value, rating them as 
"highly desirableo 11 Those practices or strategies which both 
extension personnel and university faculty gave the highest 
rating of "highly desirable" were: (1) availability of 
research findings to help extension workers; (2) a period of 
practical field experience be a part of requirements for 
becoming an ex .. ension worker; ( 3) extension personnel, 
training institution, and experiment stations cooperate in 
developing practical information for improving the farmers' 
situation. ~11 other categories were assessed by both groups 
as being "very desirable." These included: (1) faculty 
members spend some time working in national extension work; 
(2) extension personnel assist university faculty to design 
college curriculum for training extension workers; (3) 
extension personnel be used occasionally to take part in the 
college teaching program; (4) in-service training for exten-
sion workers provided by university! (5) extension and 
training institutions cooperate in evaluating results of 
overall joint efforts; and (6) extension, with the assistance 
of the training institution, to develop radio programs to 
reach farmers. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This chapter attempts to present summaries of the fol-
lowing topics: (1) rationale for and purpose of the study; 
(2) design of the study; and (3) major findings of the study. 
Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented along 
with a simple model for implementation and maintenance of 
strategies enhancing a more productive relationship between 
the two agencies studied to the end that farmers and agricul-
tural workers may receive maximum instruction counsel and 
benefitsw 
Rationale for the Study 
While it is largely true that many, if not most of the 
developing countries have been giving a high priority to the 
development of extension programs in agriculture, it must 
also be recognized that the preparation of individuals to 
carry on this work has sometimes been a bit difficult. The 
tremendous task-of adequately preparing people to work in the 
field of Agricultural Extension would seem to almost mandate 
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an increasing allocation of resources, both physical and 
human to the accomplishment of securing an enlightened and 
enthused agricultural sector. Concurrently, this highlights 
the need for a considerable degree of cooperation between 
training institutions preparing workers for jobs in Agricul-
tural Extension and Extension administration and personnel. 
It is within this relationship that a crucial element exists 
in the bringing of scientific discoveries to the farmer, and 
in bringing about eventual adoption and application of these 
new techniques to his farming operations. Generally speak-
ing, the so-called third world contains those countries where 
per capita income is below $829.00 per year. However, a num-
ber of countries where per capita income is somewhat higher 
are still considered to be developing countries, particularly 
when the relative per capita income of the farmer is consider-
ed. Nations selected for the study did include selection 
from a wide spectrum of geographic locations as well as econo-
mic levels. The study was restricted to nations where recog-
nized efforts were being made to develop the agricultural 
sector. While the distribution of the six developing coun-
tries of the study was primarily in Asia and Africa, the West-
ern Hemisphere was represented by the country of Haiti. 
Although each of the nations selected for the study have 
their own distinctive agricultural extension operation, there 
are certain commonalities among them as to function, opera-
tion, and problems of delivery. For example, although there 
is a wide gap between Haiti and Saudi Arabia in terms of per 
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capita income, problems of maintaining effective agricultural 
extension services would appear to apply in a similar manner 
in each country. Likewise, it must be recognized that pro-
grams of study, specifically in agriculture and agricultural 
education, differ considerably among nations. Requirements 
for graduation vary as well as required curricular content. 
Nevertheless, in planning for this study, it was recognized 
that enough commonality exists in both functioning agricultur-
al extension programs and extension training programs to pro-, 
vide a basis for identification and study of strategies and 
practices which hold promise for achievement of better final 
accomplishments in agricultural practices among developing 
nations. 
Purpose of the Study 
The central purpose of the study was to determine per-
ceptions regarding the relative effectiveness of certain 
selected strategies which might enhance'effectiveness of agri-
cultural extension, specifically with regard to the prepara-
tion of agricultural extension workers in each of six select-
ed developing nations. These perceptions were limited to two 
groups: (1) personnel in national agricultural extension pro-
grams and (2) administrators and faculty responsible for prep-
aratory training in extension located in institutions of 
higher education. Perceptions to be determined centered on 
the nature and extent of mutual concern and involvement for 
each strategy and sought responses as to the extent it (1) 
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currently existed and (2) was desirable for the future. 
A major objective was to determine both differences and 
commonalities presently existing in perceptions of selected 
strategies to enhance preparation of Extension workers as 
as held by (1) administrative and supervision personnel in 
extension and (2) agricultural administrators and faculty of 
selected institutions preparing students to serve as Exten-, 
sion administrators and/or workers. A concomitant purpose 
was to prepare a simple model illustrating the nature and 
extent of joint activities and mutual relationships which are 
recommended between the agricultural extension department and 
agricultural administration and faculty in institutions with 
responsibility for preparing extension personnel. 
Study Design and Procedure 
The study was designed to be largely a survey type of in-
vestigation. After a thorough review of pertinent literature, 
six developing nations were selected to represent various 
areas. Letters were sent to selected graduates of Agricultur-
al Education Department at Oklahoma State University current-
ly serving and residing in each of the selected six nations. 
The letter requested names and addresses of those people hold-
ing positions of responsibility both in colleges and universi-
ties, and in national Agricultural Extension Services. From 
this list, a mailing was made to each of the persons selected 
to serve as respondents. In some instances the addressed en-
velopes were combined in a single package and sent to the 
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selected alumnus for distribution. Responses so secured were 
collated and analyzed~ A simple model was developed to be 
used as a basic design to formulate instruments to obtain re-
sponses upon which to be used as basis for making recommenda-
tions for improvement of working relationships between colleg-
es and universities training institutions and the national 
Agricultural Extension services (see Figure 2, Chapter I). 
As shown in Table XXVIII strategies or practices finally 
selected after validation by a "jury" technique totaled thir-
teens These thirteen were listed in the questionnaire, with 
the request of each respondent to check (1) extent present 
usage and (2) extent of desirability. When collating and ana-
lyzing returns categories were established with corresponding 
numerical limits. These limits are shown in Table XXVII. 
Major Findings of the Study 
Demographics of the Respondent Groups 
Respondents represented only six developing countrie~ 
but for each country they were divided-into two categories 
(1) administrative and supervisory personnel of the national 
agricultural extension service and (2) immediate administa-
tors and department faculty of universities or colleges where 
the majority of extension workers were being trained. It was 
determined that a total of 44 extension personnel were in 
major responsible positions of administration in the six 
nations surveyed. In a like manner, it was determined that 
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TABLE XXVII 
CATEGORIES DETERMINED BY MEAN SCORE VALUES 
Usage Response Scale Numeri- Range of Numerical 
Categories cal Value Limits for Categories 
Great usage 4 3.5 - 4.00 
Frequent usage 3 2.5 - 3.49 
Occasional usage 2 1.5 - 2.49 
Little usage 1 1.0 - 1.49 
Very little or 
Not used 0 o.o - 0.99 
Desirability Re- Scale Numeri- Range of Numerical 
sponse Category cal Value Limits for Categories 
Highly desirable 4 3.5 - 4.00 
Very desirable 3 2.5 - 3.49 
Desirable 2 1.5 - 2.49 
Slightly desirable 1 1.0 - 1.49 
Very little or 
Not desirable 0 0 .. 0 - 0.99 
TABLE XXVIII 
IDENTIFIED SELECTED STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES FOR ENHANCING 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EXTENSION PERSONNEL 
AND UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Strategy or Practice 
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1. Faculty members who teach extension subjects at college 
and universities spend some time working in various areas 
of national extension program work. 
2. National Extension administrators help college or univer-
sity administrators design college curriculum to train fu-
ture extension workers at the college level. 
3o Results of college or university research which would be 
helpful to extension workers be made available to the 
workers on a systematic basis. 
4w Extension administrators and staff members be used in 
parts of the college teaching program for future exten-
sion workers. 
5. Colleges and universities provide in-service training pro-
grams for extension workers. 
6. A period of practical field experience be a part of the 
college course for the student prior to graduation, as a 
part of the requirement for becoming an extension worker. 
(This may be similar to "summer training" or programs or 
"student teaching. 11 ) 
7. Extension, training institutions and agricultural experi-
ment stations cooperate in developing programs with use-
ful and practical information that would help farmers 
improve their situationsG 
8. Extension, training institution, and the experiment 
station work jointly in determining needs of farmers. 
9& Extension and training institutions cooperate in evaluat-
ing results of overall joint efforts. 
10. Periodic conferences for all personnel of extension, 
training institutions, and experiment stations to become 
better acquainted with each other and to share learning 
experience. 
TABLE XXVIII(Continued) 
Strategy or Practice 
11. Extension with the cooperation and assistance of the 
training institution, develop radio programs to reach 
farmers with needed agricultural information. 
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12. Extension and the training institution work jointly to 
develop materials and methods that extension agents 
could use to reach illiterate farmers. 
13. Closer coordination of planning and management functions 
by research, extension, and teaching agencies. 
59 individuals were serving either as an immediate administra-
tor (dean or department head) or as a faculty member teaching 
courses and advising students engaged in study preparing them 
to become extension workers. 
Of the nations from which responses were received, the 
percentages of responses from extension personnel were Iraq 
100%, Saudi Arabia 100%, Egypt 100%, Nigeria 100%, ~aiti 
83.33%, Korea 83.33%, and all nations combined 95.45%. For 
faculty members responding, the percentage for each nation 
was Iraq 100%, Saudi Arabia 50%, Egypt 100%, Nigeria 83.33%, 
Haiti 66.66%, and Korea 100%, and from all nations combined 
the faculty member return was 84.74%. 
Extent of Percent Usage and Desirability 
of Selected Strategies or Practices 
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A major objective of this study was to secure and ana-
lyze perceptions and judgements as to the extent to which 
selected strategies or practices were found to be presently 
used and in a like manner to obtain perceptions and judgments 
as to the extent of desirability of these same strategies. 
These perceptions were obtained for each of the 13 selected 
strategies or practices, as listed in the questionnaire. 
Judgements As to the Extent of Present 
Usage of Selected Practices 
.Q!. Strategies: 
Data presented in Tables XXIX, XXX, and XXXI provide 
contrasting perceptions held by total respondents comprising 
each of the two groups as to the extent of present usage of 
each selected strategy or practice. Both extension and fac-
ulty groups identified each of the strategies according to 
the category in which they perceived it as currently belong-
ing. Responding extension personnel agreed with university 
faculty that practices numbered 1, 2, and 4 were not used 
and both groups also agreed that practices 3, 5, and 10 were 
"little used." While university faculty indicated that prac-
tices 11, 12, and 13 were "not used," extension personnel 
felt that these practices had "little usage." Again, it was 
determined that while extension personnel recognized that 
practice number 6, was "occasionally used," university fac-
ulty reported that this practice was "frequently used." Ex-
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*Wording of strategy or practice can be found in Table 
XXVIII. 
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used," while university faculty felt that the same practice 
had "little usage." Likewise, it was interesting to discover 
that while extension personnel considered practices number 7 
and number 8 as "occasionally used, 11 university faculty recog-
nized them as only having "little usage." 
University faculty identified five of the practices as 
"not used," while extension personnel identified only two as 
not being used. It is notable that several of the items iden-
tified by faculty as "not used' were those which might call 
for more initiative effort on the part of extension person-
nelQ An example would be practice number 11, which calls for 
assistance from training institutions for the extension ef-
fort to develop radio programs to reach needy farmers. Uni-
versity faculty were almost unanimous in agreement that they 
did not contribute to the development of such programs, and 
consequently identified the practice as 11 not used." Apparent-
ly extension personnel thought there was usage, even though 
it might be remotee The same evaluation might be made with 
regard to the categorization of a number of other practices. 
For example, faculty recognized practice number 6--a period 
of practical field experience be a part of the college course 
for the student prior to graduation--as "frequently used," 
extension personnel identified it as having only "occasional 
usage." Obviously, university faculty, being more directly 
involved with the planning and implementation of training 
programs, were more prone to see this as being of more often 
occurence. In a like manner, it can be noted that while uni-
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versity faculty did say practice number 9--extension and 
training institutions cooperate in evaluating results of 
overall joint efforts--had "little usage," extension person-
nel admitted that as a practice it was "not used." 
Judgments as to Extent of Desirability 
of Practices Q£ Strategies 
When identification and categorization with regard to 
the extent of desirability of the practices were concerned, 
it was found the extent of agreement between the two groups 
was much more pronounced. While extension personnel identi-
fied four practices as "highly desirable," their counterparts 
at the university recognized six practices as being "highly 
desirable." Conversely, extension personnel categorized nine 
practices as being "very desirable" as compared to faculty 
categorization of seven. It should certainly be of note that 
neither respondent group categorized any practice as being 
only "desirable," 11 slightly desirable," or "very little or 
not desirable." 
It was most interesting to note that while neither of 
the groups found any of the thirteen strategies to be "not 
desirable" or even merely "desirable," they were in agreement 
that six of the practices were "very desirable." Both groups 
were also in agreement that three of the practices were "high-
ly desirable," these included practices number three, six, 
and seven. It should further be noted that while university 
faculty rated practice number eight as being "very desirable," 
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extension personnel felt even more strongly in that they view-
ed the practice as being "highly desirable." In a reverse 
manner, university faculty felt that practices numbered 10, 
12, and 13 were deemed "highly desirable," while the same 
practices were valued slightly less by extension personnel, 
who rated them "very desirable." In summary, it should be 
noted that considering the entire thirteen practices, respond-
ents in each of the two groups accepted the fact that, in 
terms of desirability, each identified practice or strategy 
was felt to be a very effective means for achieving a much 
more profitable relationship between the two agencies and 
thereby enhancing extension achievements. 
Identification and Categorical Grouping 
of Strategies or Practices by Both 
Groups as to Present Usage 
and Desirability 
In order to more fully and completely present findings 
in terms of identification and categorization of the thirteen 
practices, Table XXXI was designede Data show that univer-
sity faculty identified five of the practices as "not used," 
while extension personnel identified only two practices as 
"not used." It is notable that several of the items identi-
fied by faculty as "not used" were those which might call for 
more initiative effort on the part of extension personnel. 
An example would be practice number 11--which calls for 
assistance from training institution for the extension effort 
TABLE XXXI 
IDENTIFICATION OF STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES AS 
CATEGORIZED IN TERMS OF PRESENT USAGE 
AND IN TERMS OF DESIRABILITY 
A. EXTENSION CATEGORIZATION AS "NOT USED" 
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1. Faculty members spend some time working in National 
Extension Programs. 
2. Extension personnel help university faculty design 
curriculum. 
B. UNIVERSITY FACULTY CATEGORIZATION AS "NOT USED" 
1. Extension personnel help university faculty design 
curriculum. 
2u Extension personnel serve as resource persons in 
college teaching program. 
3. Extension personnel with assistance of university 
faculty develop radio programs to give needed agri-
cultural information. 
4. Extension personnel and university faculty jointly 
develop materials and methods to reach illiterate 
farmers. 
5. Much closer coordination of planning and management 
functions by three agencies responsible for research, 
extension and teaching. 
Al. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY EXTENSION PERSON-
NEL AS LITTLE USED$ 
1. Extension personnel help university faculty design 
curriculum. 
2. Research findings of faculty be made available to 
Extension personnel on systematic basis. 
3. University faculty provide in-service training 
programs for extension personnel. 
4. Periodic conferences held jointly for personnel of 
training faculty, experimental station workers, and 
and extension workers to share experiences. 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
5. Extension personnel, with assistance of university 
faculty, develop radio programs to give needed agri-
cultural information. 
6. Much closer coordination of planning and management 
functions by the three responsible agencies function-
ing in research, extension and teaching. 
Bl~ STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
AS LITTLE USED. 
1. Faculty members spend some time working in the 
national extension program. 
2. Research findings of faculty be made available to 
extension personnel on a systematic basis. 
39 University faculty provide in-service training pro-
grams for extension personnel. 
48 Cooperation be maintained among extension personnel, 
experiment station personnel and university faculty 
in developing useful information for farmers. 
5. Cooperation and joint efforts be maintained among ex-
tension personnel, experiment station personnel and 
university faculty in determining needs of farmers. 
6. Extension personnel and faculty of training institu-
tions cooperate in evaluating results of joint 
efforts. 
A2. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY EXTENSION PERSON-
NEL AS OCCASIONALLY USED. 
1. ~ period of practical field experience be part of the 
college course for students prior to graduation. 
2. Cooperation be maintained among extension personnel, 
experiment station personnel and university faculty 
in developing useful information for farmers. 
3~ Cooperation and joint efforts be maintained among 
extension personnel, experiment station personnel 
and university faculty in determining needs of 
farmers. 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
B2. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
AS OCCASIONALLY USED. 
1. Periodic conferences held for personnel of training 
faculty, experiment stations, and extension to share 
experiences. 
A3. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY EXTENSION PERSON-
NEL AS FREQUENTLY USED, AND AS EXTENSIVELY USED. 
None 
B3. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
AS FREQUENTLY USED. 
1. A period of practical field experience be part of 
the college course for students prior to graduation. 
A4. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
AS EXTENSIVELY USED. 
None 
AS. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY EXTENSION PERSON-
NEL AS HIGHLY DESIRABLE. 
1. Research findings of faculty be made available to 
Extension personnel on systematic basis. 
2. A period of practical field experience be part of the 
college course for students prior to graduation. 
3. Cooperation be maintained among extension personnel, 
Experiment Station personnel and university faculty 
in developing useful information for farmers. 
4. Cooperation and joint efforts maintained among exten-
sion personnel, experiment station personnel, and 
university faculty in determining needs of farmers. 
BS. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
AS HIGHLY DESIRABLE 
lo Research findings of faculty be made available to ex-
tension personnel on a systematic basis. 
2. A period of practical field experience be part of the 
college course for students prior to graduation. 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
3. Cooperation be maintained among extension personnel, 
experiment station personnel, and university faculty 
in developing useful information for farmers. 
4. Periodic conferences be held for personnel of train-
ing faculty, experiment station workers, and exten-
sion workers to share experiences. 
5. Extension personnel and university faculty jointly 
develop materials and methods to reach illiterate 
farmers. 
6. Much closer coordination of planning and management 
functions be maintained by the three agencies respon-
sible for research, extension, and teaching. 
A6. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY EXTENSION PERSON-
NEL AS VERY DESIRABLE. 
1. ~aculty members spend some time working in national 
extension programs. 
2. Extension personnel help university faculty design 
curriculum. 
3. Extension personnel serve as resource persons in 
college teaching program. 
4. University faculty provide in-service training pro-
grams for extension personnel. 
5. Extension personnel and faculty of training institu-
tions cooperate in evaluating results of joint 
efforts. 
6. Periodic conferences held for personnel of training 
faculty, experiment stations, and extension to share 
experiences. 
7. Extension personnel with assistance of university 
faculty develop radio programs to give needed agri-
cultural information. 
8. Extension personnel and university faculty jointly 
develop materials and methods to reach illiterate 
farmers. 
9. Much closer coordination of planning and management 
functions be maintained by the three agencies respon-
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
sible for research, extension, and teaching. 
B6. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
AS VERY DESIRABLE. 
1. Faculty member spend some time working in national 
extension programs. 
2. Extension personnel help university faculty design 
curriculum. 
3. Extension personnel serve as resource persons in 
college teaching program. 
4. University faculty provide in-service training pro-
grams for extension personnel. 
5. Cooperation and joint efforts maintained among exten-
sion personnel, experiment station personnel, and 
university faculty in determining needs of farmers. 
6. Extension personnel and faculty of training institu-
tions cooperate in evaluating results of joint 
efforts. 
7. Extension personnel with assistance of university 
faculty develop radio programs to give needed agri-
cultural information. 
A7. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY EXTENSION PERSON-
NEL AS DESIRABLE, SLIGHTLY DESIRABLE OR NOT DESIRABLE. 
None 
B7. STRATEGIES OR PRACTICES CATEGORIZED BY UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
AS DESIRABLE, SLIGHTLY DESIRABLE OR NOT DESIRABLE. 
None 
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to develop radio programs to reach needy farmers. University 
faculty were in almost unanimous agreement that they did not 
contribute to the development of such programs, and conse-
quently identified the practice as one "not used." Apparent-
ly, extension personnel felt that faculty did provide help 
even though it might be remote. The same explanation might 
be applied with regard to the categorization of a number of 
other practices, for example, faculty recognized practice 
number six--a period of practical field experience be a part 
of the college course for the student prior to graduation; as 
"frequently used." Extension personnel identified it as only 
"occasional used." Obviously, university faculty being 
involved more directly with the planning and implementation 
of the training programs were more prone to see this as being 
a more important function. In a like manner, it can be noted 
that while university faculty did say practice number nine--
extension and training institutions cooperate in evaluating 
results of overall joint efforts-- had "little usage," exten-
sion personnel admitted that as a practice it was "not used. 11 
When identification and categorization with 'regard to 
the extent of desirability of the practices was concerned, it 
was found that the extent of the agreement between the two 
groups was much more pronounced than had been the case when 
assessing extent of usage. While extension personnel identi-
fied four practices as "highly desirable," their counterparts 
at the university recognized six practices as being "highly 
desirable." Conversely, extension personnel categorized nine 
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practices as being "very desirable" as compared to a faculty 
categorization of seven of the thirteen practices as being 
"very desirable5" It should certainly be noted that neither 
of the responding groups categorized any practice as only be-
ing either "desirable," "slightly desirable," or "not 
desirable." 
Conclusions 
1~ It was concluded that each of the thirteen selected 
strategies or practies which were identified by "jury 11 tech-
nique should be recognized as valid since most all respond-
ents classsified them as either "very desirable," or "highly 
desirable~" Only four items were listed by respondents from 
one or two countries as being merely, "desirable." No re-
sponses were made which anticipted any practice as being 
"slightly desirable" or "not desirable." 
2. It must be further concluded that at the present 
time usage of most of the thirteen strategies can be only 
viewed as meager. Respondents from only two countries 
recognized any of the practices as being "frequently used," 
these relating to only five separate practicesa "Occasional 
usage" was listed by four nations for three items or less. 
Respondents from only two nations listed "occasional usage" 
for as many as four practices, while four nations listed 
"occasional usage" for only three practices. 
3. It was further concluded that perceptions of faculty 
were prone to be the more limited in terms of usage, but 
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considerably more positive in terms of desirability. 
4. It was also concluded that among the nations, both 
for extension personnel and university faculty, that percep-
tions of more extensive usage were more pronounced for re-
spondents from South Korea. However, from the standpoint of 
extension personnel, respondents from Iraq were by far the 
more positive in that they indicted that a majority of prac-
tices were "occasionally used." However, faculty members 
from this country were not in agreement with extension work-
ers as to the extent of present usagee 
5. Among the thirteen strategies or practices, the two 
perceived by respondents as most "frequently used' were (1) a 
period of practical field experience be a part of the college 
course for the student prior to graduation and (2) extension, 
training institutions, and agricultural experiment stations 
cooperate in developing programs to help farmers improve 
their situation. 
6o Among the thirteen practices, three appeared to be 
those practices deemed most desirable by both extension per-
sonnel and university faculty. These were practice number 
three--results of university research which would be helpful 
to extension workers be made available to the workers on a 
systematic basis; practice number six--a period of practical 
field experience be a part of the college course for the 
student prior to graduation; and practice number 13--much 
closer coordination of planning and management functions by 
each of the three agencies in order to promote efficiency. 
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Recommendations 
1. It is recommended that this study be repeated and 
that it be expanded to include more developing countries. 
Further, that returns from the countries be stratified into a 
possible three or four categories, these based according to 
the extent to which development has been achieved. 
2e It is further recommended that a summary of the 
findings of this study be made available to each responding 
group in the countries participating in the study. It is 
hoped that, where possible, joint conferences might be held 
with the two groups, extension personnel and university 
faculty, and whenever feasible with experiment station person-
nel. It is further anticipated that a small manual based on 
this study's findings should be structured for use by each of 
these two groups in developing nationsu 
3. It is further recommended that administrative and 
other functioning personnel in experiment stations be defi-
nitely included in conferences and workshops as a third 
entity participating in evaluation and planning. 
4. It is also recommended that continued effort be made 
to implement and maintain the training and visit system (T&V 
system) in extension operation in developing countries. 
Findings of this study seem congruently applicable to those 
practices involved in the extension T&V systemc 
5. It is recommended that, since there is strong indica-
tion from the findings of the study that each of the two 
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groups were not always well aware of the nature and extent of 
the other's involvement, as well as the extent of services 
rendered, that Ministries of Agriculture and administrators 
and faculty of universities give immediate attention to 
exploring ways in which each group plays or should play in 
promoting the welfare of the agricultural sector of their 
nations. 
6. Underguarding all previous recommendations is one 
that a coordinated effort be made to engage the joint 
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and 1nst1tut1ons Truinlnq LXtension Workers In 
Ten Developing Nut1ons 
From: The Depart~ent of AgricUlture Educat1on 
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The Department of Agricultural Erl~cation at Oklahoma 
Stale University 1s attempting to study relat1onships now 
existJng between M1n1stry of Agr1culture Extension Program 
workers and those Colleges and Un1vers1ties where Extens1on 
personnel are tra1ned. The study 1ncludes a number of 
develOping nations, In which planned programs for closer 
coord1nat1on are In var1ous stages of Implementation. We 
feel that responses from your nat1on w1ll be particularly 
helpful. One of our doctoral candidates, Abbas Al Kafagy 
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Dean or head of Department 
Assoc1ate Dean or member Dept. faculty 
Director of Agnculture 
D1 rector of M1mstry of 
Assocldte or Prov1nc1al 
Other (please wr1te 1n) 
Ex tens 10n 
Agncul ture 
D1rector MOA 
B. Please check 1nd1cat1ng the extent 
you feel the strategy 1s des1rable 
A. Please check ind1cat1ng the 
extent that you feel the strategy 
1s now used. 1n terms of 1ts potent1al effect1veness 
4 extens we usage 
3 = frequent usage 
2 = occas1onal usage 
1 = only l1ttle usage 
0 no usage 
EXAMPLE 
Faculty m1mbers who teach subJect 
at college and un1vers1t1es spend 
some time work1ng 1n var1ous areas 
of national extens1on program work. 
4 h1ghly des1rable 
3 des1rable 
2 somewhat des1rable 
1 sl1ghtly des1rable 
0 not des1rable 
This means that the respondent feels that presently th1s 1tem has only l1ttle usage, 
but 1t is h1ghly des1rable 1n the future. 
PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER 
A. Extent Now 
E.x1st1ng 
4 3 2 1 
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mbers who teach extens1on 
t colleges and un1vers1t1es 
t1me work1ng at var1ous 
at 10na 1 extens1on program 
xtens1on adm1n1strators 
ge or un1vers1ty adm1n1s-
s1gn college curr1culum to 
re extens1on workers at 
e 1 evel 
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B. leve 1 
Oes1rable 
" 
4 3 ? 1 0 
RPsults of college or un1versity 
research wh1ch would be helpful to 
extens1on wor~ers be made ava1l-
able to the ~orkers on a systemat1c 
basis. 
r--- -
Extens1on adm1n1~trators and staff 
m(mbers be used 1n parts of the 
college teach1ng pro0ram for future 
eXt(nSlOn workers. 
Colleges and un1vers1t1es prov1de 
1n-serv1ce tra1n1ng programs for 
extens1on wor~ers. 
A per1od of pract1cal f1eld 
ejper1ence be a part of the college 
cour~e for the student pr1or to 
graduriion, as a part of the requ;re-
ment for bt-com1ng an extens1on 
worler. (Th1s may be s1m1lar to 
"su.,vner t.ra1mng" programs or 
~ ~student teach1ng.") Extension, tra1n1ng 1nst1tut1ons and agn c111 tur.:~l expenment 
stat1ons cooperate 1n develop1ng 
programs ~1th useful and pract1cal 
1nformat1 r. that would help farmers 
1mprove the1r s1tuat1ons. 
- t- r--- --
Extens1on, tra1n1ng 1nst1tUt1on and 
the exper1ment stat1on work JOlntly 
r-j~ 1n determ1n1ng needs of farmers. r--- -- t--
Extens1on and tra1n1ng wst1tut10ns 
cooperate 1n evaluat1ng results of 
overall JOlnt efforts. I I 
-tl Per10d1c conferences held for all 
pt:tS0111H~1 ... ~" L~11~ ron, t.ra1n1ng 
j_~ 
Ul 
lrStltUtlOnS and rxrPrlment StatlOnS 
to become better acqua1nted ~1th 
each other and to share learnrng 
expenences. 
-- ,. 
Extens1on. w1th the coo~erat1on and 
ass1stance of the tra1n1ng 1nst1tut1on, 
develop r~d10 programs to reach fa~rs 
w1th needEd agr1cult~ral 1nfomat 1on. 
---- -- - - --
Extension and the tra1n1ng 1nst1tut1on 
war~ jolnt1y to develop mater1als and 
methods that extens1on agents could use 
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I~S, 62< 512< 
August lS, 1984 
740/B 
The Departl'lent of Agncultural Educat10n at Ollahoma State Un1versity 
1. attempt1ng to study relat1onsh1ps now ex1st1ng betwee~ Agr1cultural 
[1tens1on Programs and those Colleoes and Un1vers1t1es where Extens1on 
personnel are tra1ned The stuoy 1ncludes a number of develop1ng nat1ons, 
1n which planned programs for closer coord1nat1on are in var1ous stages 
or 1mplementat1on We feel th2t resoonses fro~ your nat1on w1ll be part-
lcularly helpful One of our doctoral cand1dates, Abbas Al Kafagy of Iraq 
IS wor~1ng on th1s proJect at present We w1ll greatly apprec1ate your 
ass1stance 1n complet1ng and return1ng the data gather1ng Instrument 
~~~ 
Abbas Al Kafagy 
Graduate Student 
S1ncerely, 
Robert R P n ce 
Professor Emer1tus 
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